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ABSTRACT

Fibre-reinfbrced plastics (FRP) are becoming increasingly popular in the engineering applica-

fions as alternative to conventional engineering materials. The unique characteristics of FRP, such

as their ligltt weight, their resistance to corrosion, and the lowercost of construction and mainte-

nance, are very promising in the application of FIìP in civil engineering. One such application is

the replaccment of polver transmission poles, traclif ionally made of e ither concrete, steel, or woocl,

try FRP poles.

This thesis cleals lvith the finite c'lement analysis of fit¡er'-r'einforcecl plastic polcs. Using the

principle of stationary potential energy and Novozhilov's clerivafions of nonlinear strair.ts, taperecl

ÌìlìP poles alc treatcd as conical shells and a senri-analytical finite element nrodel basecl on the

theory of sliell of rcvolution is developed. 'l'he computer program basecl on the finite element

rnodel developecl can be uscd to perf'orrn: a) a linear siatic analysis, b) a linear buckling (bifurca-

tion) analysis, c) a lineal p-l analysis, d) a geometrically nonlinear (large deflection) analysis of
beam-column-type bending, and e) an ovalization analysis.

Solution methods of the nonlinear system of equations are discussed. Basecl on the augmented

equation method, extemal and internal potential control schemes are proposed and evolvecl into

incremental work control and incremental strain energy control. These controls are proven to have

good capability to traverse a limit point.

For slender poles, the nonlinear behaviour of beam-column type bending is more important.

This type of nonlinear analysis requires the proper handling of the rigid-body rotation. A method

is proposed to include the rigid-body mode in the analysis.

The ovalization of cylindrical poles is investigated numerically. The analysis involves the

inclusion of all second-order Fourier terms in the displacement functions. It is demonstrated in this

thesis that ovalization can significantly decrease the load carrying capacities of cylindrical poles.-

The linear stabilify and the r - Ä analyses are considered to be simplifications of the nonlinear

analysis of beam-column type bending. Assumptions and conditions which enable the simplifica-

tions are also discussed. The linear analysis is the simplest analysis and is applicable for small dis-

placements. Behaviors of FRP poles with different material configurations, geometries, loading

and boundary conditions are investigated using the linear analysis. The numerical results from the

proposed analyses are compared with limited experimental data and with analytical results.
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Chapter 1. Introd¡.lction

The use of fibre-reinforced plastics (FRP) in civil engineering applications has grown rapidly

over the Iast ferv years. This growth is mainly contributed to some excellent character.istics.

strength, stiffness, and low weight, of the fibres usecl(Schwaúz 1984). The outstancling character-

istics cornbinecl with lhe flcxibitity in desi-qn capirbility, easc o1'lhbrication ancl tr-ansp6rtation, a'cl

corrosion resistance of FRP have clistinguisheclthem as the material of the 2lth centllr".

Applicatiorr of FRP began in the 1940s (Ballinger 1990). 'fhc carly applications of FIì.p rvas for

military airplanes ancl ec¡uipment because of'the weight advantage these materials provicle. 'Ioclay.

inclustries sLtch as aircratï, automobile. sports goocls, electronics ancl others are quitc cleperclent on

the use of fibre-reinforcecl plastics. 'fltc cost of F'lìP has droppecl signìficantly over the last fe rv

years to the point where they are now comparable to convc'ntional materials, such as steel and aìLr-

minum. This lorver cost promises even more broader range of applications of FRp in other indus-

tries, such as agricultural machineries, telecommunication structures, transportation equipmcnt.

stor¿ìge tanks etc.

Fibre-reinforced plastics are also becoming more popular in the civil engineering community.

FRP gratings, for example, are used for walkways, stair steps (Plecnik IggZ), as well as filtration

system for facilities such as water treatment plants, swimming pools, and aquariums mainly

because of their conosion resistant characteristic. Buildings with FRP members as primary load

catrying structure components, have been also built (Green i987). The electromagnetic transpar-

ency of FRP makes them ideal for radomes in protecting radar installations from severe weather

conditions. Oil companies utilize FRP products in a number of applications ranging from simple

roof trusses to very sophisticated structures such as offshore oil drilling platforms. Concrete

bridges with FRP tendons have been built in Japan, China, Canada, and the United States (Mufti,
et al 1991). Significant research on this area is also widespread. Research topics involve both the-

oretical and experimental investigations of long term and short term strength, large deformation

and stability, failure mechanism, the influence of the lay-up of fibres, numerical analysis method

and computer-aided design.

The application of FRP in the construction of poles has been limited to fiberglass light poles.

The majority of poles, however are still being constucted from traditional materials such as wood.
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concrete, and steel. The motivation forthe replacement of traditional poles is manifold. First, the

shortage in long wood poles rvith large capacity, along with a numbers of environmental concems

have motivated the search fbr alternatives. Seconclly, poles made of either wood, concrete or steel

are subject to cleterioration under environmental attacks. Regular maintenance is necessary in

order to prolong serviceability. For example. continuous exposure of woocl poles to weather, fungi,

woodpeckers, accidcnts, etc., result in structule s with capacities that often cleteriorate very signifi-

celntly with tirne in servicc. The service life of wooclen poles is approximatcly 20 years (Vander-

bLrilt and Criswell, 1988) and any extension of this selvice life requires continuous ancl systematic

inspection ancl expettsive follow-up care. The main clisaclvantage of using corlcl'etcì poles is their

high weight which clrastically increases the transport¿rtion ancl erection costs which can be as much

as 600/o higher than fhose of wor¡clcn poles. CìhenlicaI influences on the concrete sul'fìces clue to

envirotlmerttal irlpact can also inf'luencc the capacity ancl scrvice tife ol'colìcrete poles. Concrete

poles develop cracks and thc steel reinfbrcemcnl con'oclcs. Steel poles need to bc painted or galva-

nized which, coupled with low temperaturcs, coulcl result in a brittle behaviour. Fibre-reinforcecl

plastic poles, on the other hand, are light-weight and corrosion re sistant. While the material cost of
FRP poles may be high, the overall cost of FRP poles, including manufacturing, transportation,

erection and maintenance, could be much less than that of traditional poles. Therefore, FRP poles

are very good candidates for replacing traditional poles.

The major weaknesses of FRP poles arc a high initial cost and a low stiffness. Reduction of the

initial cost is a long term process and involves multi-disciplinary efforts. The problem associated

with a lower stiffness, such as excessive deformation and instability is more technical and must be

addressed before any consideration for practical use of FRP poles is given.

Under a large deflection, the classical linear beam-column theory may no longer be adequate

for the analysis and design of FRP poles. A rigorous geometric nonlinear analysis which takes into

account the large displacement has to be performed in order to predict accurately the mechanical

behaviour of those poles. Due to the complexity of material properties, layer lay-ups, fibre orienta-

tions, combination of loads and boundary conditions, the pure analytical method is incapable of
providing acceptable solutions effectively. Semi-analytical and semi-numerical methods, on the

other hand, are proved to be very effective.

To achieve, approximately, a uniform strength, transmission poles whose basic loading consists

of both an axial load and a transverse load, are tapered. The taper angles are very small (less than
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3"), while the height-to-radius ratios range from 20 to 100. Thus, the overall behaviour of trans-

mission poles is that of a beam-column type. The analyses of the beam-column behaviour of FRP

poles, such as linear buckling, nonlinear post-buckling and large deformation, are primary issues.

Except for wooden poles, concrete, steel ancl FRP poles are hollow sections. The relatively

small thickness-to-radius ratio and tlie higli stress near tìre glound level of FRP poles may result in

clistortion of the cross-section which in turn could significantly influence their load carrying

capacity. A typical distortion is the so-callcd ovalization, which further iltcreases the stress leve I

and induces Iocal buckling. The beam-column theory can not account f'or the deformation of the

cross-section. This kind of behaviour which leads to a reduction in the loacl bearing capacìfy can

be modclccl Lrsing shelltheoty. Ovalization may become the leading factor in cleterminin-g the ulti-

mate loacl of FRP poles and must bc incluclcd in the analysis of FRP polcs.

I .2. Review of Related Literatule

The application of FRP for transmission poles was proposed in mid 1970's (Tang and Adarns

1973). Untreated full-size wood poles usecl in transmission lines were laminated with reinforcecl

plastics over their entire length. Static and clynamic mechanical tests were conducted. Tests

showed that full-length-jacketed poles exhibited an increase in bending stiffness of approximately

l6 percent in comparison with that of unjacketed poles. The principal advantages of composite

poles seemed to be greater strength, resistance to deterioration, and better appearance.

A market research for a possible application of FRP lighting poles was carried out by Marting

and Richter (1974). Technical research was also conducted. Two aluminum poles and seven FRP

poles were tested. Test results showed that the load-deflection of fibre glass poles was near linear

up to failure which, in this case, was due to local section collapse (buckiing) a few inches above

ground level on the compression side of the pole. Marting and Richter also concluded that fibre

glass poles can be designed so that their stiffrress and strength are equal to those of their aluminum

counterparts with little or possibly no weight penalties. However, this level of performance can

only be attained through reinforcement orientation and effective pole size design.

A similar technical testing and market research study was conducted jointly by the Canadian

Electrical Association (CEA) and ABCD plastics @scher; G.A. 1982). Issues for design and man-

ufacturing of FRP transmission poles were discussed. Through [he market research study, the

report concluded that FRP poles for electrical distribution and transmission purpose have an unat-
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tractive competitive position in comparison to wood poles but not to concrete utility poles.

In 1988, Bell initiated its own investigation of fibre-reinforced plastic poles. Tests werc carriecl

otrt at the Centrc de Recherche du Reseau Exterior (CERRE) (Mclurc and Boire IggZ). The pr.oto-

type tested was a truncated hollow circular cone made of fibre glass re inforced polyester Ltnsatur-

ated resin ancl fablicated by centrifugal casting. The tests clenlonstlatccl that the product coulcl

safely resist loads comparable to those of wood poles uncler the sarne conditions. ancl its behaviour

rvas truly elastic c'ven fot' very large deflections. In thc tests, stiffness was insufficient, bui

researchers pointecl out that this coulcl be increased without c.lifficulry. Failure of the poles was

tnainly cattsecl by ovalization of the cross-section, degenerating in local instability in the compres-

sion zone .

'l'he theoretical investigation of fibre-reinl'orced plastic poles are very limitecl. To analyze FRP

poles, the theory of shellof revolLltion may be used since taperecl FRP poles can be consiclereclas

rotational shells. The goveming equations of rotational shells can be derived by the principle of
virtualwork and the principle of stationary potential enetgy. The derivation of the goveming eqr-ra-

tions may involve the first ancl seconcl variation of a functional. The definitions of the first ancl sec-

ond variation of a functional can be found in the book by Gelfand and Form in ( I 963).

Navaratna et al (i968) were among the early researchers to use the finite element method to

analyz'e the stability of shells of revolution. The approach used by Navaratna et al to develop the

geometric stiffness matrix was followed by Gould and Basu (1977) for linear buckling analysis

and incremental deformation analysis of rotational shells. Ugural and Cheng (1968) investigated

the Iinear buckling of composite cylindrical shells under pure bending. Holston (1968) investi-

gated the buckling of filament-wound cylinder under axil compression. Gould (1985) dedicated

the subject of finite element analysis of shells of revolution in his book. Fourier series were

employed to represent displacement functions of rotational shells. Noor et al (1991) assessed a

group of computational methods for multilayered composite cylinders. The finite element models

they surveyed are mostly two or three dimensional elements. Khdeir et al (1989) studied the vibra-

tion and buckling of cross-ply circular cylindrical shells with various shell theories. The different

approaches of inclusion of transverse shear strains were discussed.

Most of the research work discussed above falls into the category of linear analysis. Wood and

Zienkiewicz (1977) discusseà general procedures for geometric nonlinear analysis of beams,

frames, arches and axisymmetric shells. Bushnell (1984) presented a thorough study of governing
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equations of shells for computerized linear as well nonlinear analysis. He does not, however,

address the application of these goveming equations to FRP shells. Some work on the nonlinear

dynamic analysis of shells of revolution using matrix displacement method was conducted by

Stricklin et al (1971). A self--correction methocl for the solution procedures of nonlinear.structural

analysis rvas later proposed by Sn'icklin and Flaisler (1917). The fundamental finite element for-

m¡-¡lations for large deformation analysis can bc founcl in the paper by Bathe et al ( 1975).

1.3. Ob,iectives and Scope o1'the Resear.ch lnvestiqation

The objectivc of this rescarch stucly was to clevelop a semi-an¿rll,tical ancì semi-numer.ical

nroclel for the analysis of taperecl hollow FRP poles. Thc plinciple of stationaly potentialenergy is

employed to e-stablish eqLrilibrium ancl stability co¡rclitions. 'lb accounr lòr not only the beamrol-
ulnn-type bttt also the shcll-type behaviour, the theoly ol' shc.ll of revolution is utilizecl.

Novozhilov's strain expressions (Novozliilov, l96l) ale used iu lhc lormLrlations of strain encl.gy.

Geometric nonlinearity is considerecl ancl arbitrary large displacemc-nts ale permitted in the analy-

ses. The finite element method is used in the longitudinal (axial) dimension only. Analyses tasks

such as Linear static, Iinear bucklìng, r - ¡ effect, post-buckling, large cleformation ancl ovalization

are performed using the cleveloped computer programs.

This thesis consists of eight chapters. Chapter I is an introcluction which presents the back-

ground of the research, review of related literature and the objectives of the research program.

Chapter 2 describes the fundamental formulations for nonlinear analysis of FRP poles. These for-

mulations form the basis for the analyses discussed in Chapter 3 through Chapter 7. Chapter 3 is

dedicated to the solution method of nonlinear system of equations. Emphasis is placed on the

selection of increment control schemes which are the cornerstone of the primary solution method,

the augmented equation method. Control schemes based on the potential energy are proposed and

example of a one-dimensional problem is presented. Chapter 4 covers the nonlinear analysis of
beam-type bending of FRP poles. Examples with post-buckling and large deformation behaviours

of various poles are presented. Chapter 5 is concerned with the ovalization of FRp poles. Chapter

6 deals with the linear stability of FRP poles and includes the p-Ä analyses. These analyses are

considered to be simplifications of the nonlinear analysis discussed in Chapter 4. Chapter 7

involves the linear static analysis. Many examples are presented to demonstrate the behaviour of
FRP poles with different material configurations, geometries, loadings and boundary conditions.

Comparisons of the results from the linear analysis are made with the results from the nonlinear

analysis in some selected cases.The numerical results from the proposed analysis are also com-
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pared with tlie experimental and analytical results. Finally, in Chapter 8 the general conclusions

and recommendations for future research are presented.
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Chapter 2. Fundarnental Formulations

2.1. Basic Constitutive Equations forFRp

Composite materials are materials composed of two or mole chemically distinct constituents.

Fibre-Reinforced Plastics are composites where matrix resin and fibres are combinecl to form a

completely new material. The matrix resin is a type of polymer r,vhich binds the fibres together.Its

rlrechanical properties ale the same as those of a typical polymcr, hcnce the tcrm "plasfic". Thc

primary functiorl of the matrix is to bincl ancl protect the fibres which bear the strength of the

rvholecomposite.lsophthalic polyesteris acommon type of resin usecl in the incftrstrytoclay.I{<tr,,,-

cver, other esters of clifferent characteristics may be usecl clepencling on the application requir.i:-

ments.

The fibres are the constituent that carry the loads applied to the material. They provicle the. stil-f'-

rìess, strength, and as the name implies, reinforcement to the matrix. These fibres can be: carbon/

graphite, glass, nylon, and/or aramid fibres. The most widely usecl type of fibres is glass, which is

also the least expensive.

Fibre-reinforced plastic poles may be made through the filament winding methocl wl-rich

involves wrapping of continuous fibres and/or rovings over a mandrel in a single machine-con-

trolled operation (Schwartz 1984). A number of layers of the same or different pattems are placed

on the mandrel, and the repetitive pattems and reinforcement spacing are subject to close control.

The fibres may be impregnated with resin before winding (wet winding). The process is completed

by curing the resin and removing the mandrel.

Fig. 2-1. A single layer of fibre-reinforced plastics
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The FRP poles discussed hereinafter are made of a combination of several laminas. The fibres

in each lamina are unidirectional but not necessarily with the same alignment as in the other lami-

nas. A single layer of the composite can be treated as an orthotropic lamina with respect to its

material coordinates (t,z,t) (Fig.2-l). The stress-strain relationship is (Agawal 1980):

or

{o"'} = e {e"'}

where 2 is the material constant matrix. Superscript "
expressed in material coordinates. The normal strain ei'

tribution to the strain energy can be neglected.
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The six material constants can be expressed in terms of the engineerìng material constants

(Agarwal 1980, Jone 1975):

Q,,

o.. =
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where ¿ denotes the fibre tongitudinal direction (r = t), z' denotes the fibre transverse direction
(t = z) and r' (r' = l) denotes the normal (to the lamina) direction. Only five engineering mate-

rialconstantsareneededtodeteminethesesixmaterialconstants.Theyare: E,.,thelongituclinal
elastic motìulus; rr., the transverse elastic modulus; vr.,,., the major Poisson's ratio; vr.r" , the Pois-

son's ratio in transverse directions; and C,..,., thc sheal modulus (longituclinal ancl transverse direc-

tions).Themin<llPoisson'sratiovr.r.canbedetermineclbyrL.,.=\,..,.(8.,./8,¡ (Aganval 1980).

Ideally, thesc five engineeling mair:r'ial constants should be obtainecl thlough stanclarcl tests.

l)ue to the infinite numbel of clesign configLrrations of IIRP, a sirnplc methocl of cletennining thc

ettgineering ntatcl'ial constants using the constituent material properties is clcsirable. T'he rulc of
nrixture rcported by Joners (1975) can be lvell employecl to fulfìll this task. That is,

8,. = v.¡E¡+v,,,li,u

FF

V 8,.+V E
ütJJtil

G,c.,'

v,,,G ¡+ vlG *

(2_9)

(2- r0)

(2-rr)

(2-t2)

G tt.

v,.,. = VN..+V vr,t J J tÌ| ¡11

where v, is the fibre volume fraction, v,,, is the matrix volume fraction; nrand Ent ate the elastic

modulus of fibres and matrix, respectively; G, and Gnt ate shear modulus of fibres and matrix,

respectively; and vr. and v,, are Pojsson's ratio of fibres and matrix, respectively. If the material

properties of fibres and matrix are available, four engineering material constants can be computed

fiom Eqns. (2-9) through (2-12).

In the following analyses, stresses and strains are referred to in the structural coordinates (.t, y,

z). For a typical lamina, the relationship of the material (local) coordinates and the structural coor-

dinates (if assumed to be global.tyz) is shown in Fig. 2-2.Tlne ¿ axis coincides with the'3'axis,
while the '1'axis is rotated an angle 0 with respect to the axis x. Accordingly, the stress-strain

relationship is found as:

or

{o} =D{e"} (2-13)
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where D is the stress-strain transformation matrix whose development is given in Appendix A.

Displacements in Global Coordinates

(2-t 4)

Fig.2-3. FRP pole as shell of revolution
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2.2. Strains and Stresses of Conical Shells

To optimize the use of materials, the FRP poles are assumed to be conical shells (Fig. 2-3). For

rotational shells, the use of curvilinear coordinates is the most convenient lvay of expressing the

geometric variables, such as displacernents and strains. The coordinates cr, B, y ancl the corre-

spondirrg displacements u,, u.,, a- are illLrstrated in trig.2-3, where ct and B are surlàce coorcli-

nates ancl y is normal to the surface. The strain vector in Eqn. (2.14) can be explessecl as the sum

of lineal strain vector 1u/'y an<J nonline¿rr stlain vector tcN) : i.c.:

{e*} = 1e/';+1eN¡.

The strain vectols et' ancl e'\'colrsist of five stlzrin cornponents as f'ollows:

{r''} = f ,, o, n, u., ,,1'' and , N, I 17'tt ,l = lË,, €r, €r. Ê., t,ri
L_ " '-)

The strain components in orthogonal curvilinear coordinates (Novozhilov 1961) are:

1ârr, | òHt 1 ðHl

"tt = ,,ao* H;¡.ròþ ",* \\u, "r'

and

H,./a,ì H,-lr,l
'ol -1, 'ol 'll: H,âcr[ä, ) H)òl]\H | )

(2- r-5)

(2_16)

(2-11)

(2-18)

(2_19)

(2-20)

(2-21)

ttr

Etz

where

tf , (t \2 (r: iÍtt* lt"r+ojj + [t',.-

= ",,()",, - rr) *, -(:e n * @z

et, @2 and o, are:

| -i r
= *[ft,",',, -ft<a,',t]

\'l
^r) )

\ rl \/1 \
)* \a"t-@z)l;'zt+at )

(Ð1

,, = #OLèa 
(H,,,) -$ra,,,t]

,, = ;*lrurr"u,, -ftta,,,1]

and n. (i = l, 2,3) are Lame coefficients of the shell. For conical shells,

(2-22)
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Ht= 1'o

äe = r'*Ycos!,¡

H¡ = l'o

{o} = D{e* }

This is the same equation as Eqn. (2-I3).

wherelisthc'r¿rdiusof themicl-sulface; ryistlietaperangle (I.-ig.2-4); ancì ut,u)at1cJ r.,arecliS-
placements in cr, þ and y dircctions, respcctiveþ (Fig. 2-3).The rest of the strain tenns, e 22, €)j,
x2z, 823, etc., can be obtained by cycling (cr, Ê, y) and subscript (r,2, 3) in Eqs. (z-li), (2-lg) ancl

(2-t9).

Fig.2-4. Geometry of FRP pole

The following points should be made regarding Novozhilov's strain expressions. First,

Novozhilov's strains are expressed in curvilinear coordinates and are referenced with respect to

the original configuration. Second, there is no restrictions for the range of displacements in

Novozhilov's strain expressions. Hence, Novozhilov's strains can be used for large displacement

analyses. Third, Novozhilov's strains are general and applicable to thin as well as thick shells.

Fibre-reinforced plastic poles are usually more flexible than steel and wood poles. The dis-

placement could be large but it is assumed that the sffess-stain relationship is still linear. That is,

(2-23)

() -) L\

(2-2s\

l¿-¿o)
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2.3. Finite Element Formulations

In this study, the principle of stationary potential energy is employed to derive equilibrium anct

stability conditions of the system. If the system is conservative, the total potential energy is

I=U-w (2-21)

rvhere u is the strain energy of the system, !v is the work done by the external conservative loacls.

Altemativcly we say that -w is the potential of the external loads. The reference state where u = 0
and w = o is the undeformed state.

The principle of station¿rry potential energy states that at an equilibriurn position, the first vari-

ation of thc total potential energy of a conservative system vanishes; i.e.,

ö|I = ð{/-ò}Y: 0 (2-28)

where variation is taken with respect to displacement variables. Eqn. (2-28) does not give any

information about whether the equilibrium is stable or unstable. Second or higher than seconcl

variations are needed (Chen and Lui 1987) to determine stability. Generally, if ð2n > 0, the equilib-
rium is stable; if o2n<0, the equilibrium is unstable; and if ô2rt : 0, the equilibrium is said to be

neutral or a higher variation ô3n is required to determine whether the equilibrium is stable or not.

In the finite element method, the displacernent functions are usually assumed to depend on the

element nodal displacements q., that is,

,. = IFi@,þ,y)lq" (2-29)

where n, (i = 1,2,3) is a function of the coordinates c, p and y. It is well known that the linear
strains in an element can be expressed in terms of node displacements 4. as follows:

{tt} = Btqo, and {ôe¿; = B¿50" (2-30)

where the linear strain matrix r¿ is independent of nodal displacements. The relationship of non-

ìinear strains and nodal displacements developed in Appendix B can be obtained using the

Novozhilov's formulations as follows:

{r"} = )Þ* <o"t]'", and {ôeil1 = ln* (q")fao" (2-31)
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Noting that matrix B'" is function of q.., the element strain energy and its variation are:

rt'l'tl17r¡
õU. = J iòc") D {e"} ¿i r'+ J {ôc''i D {t" ) dr

lvhere y is the volume of an element. Letting

f''l'l

J ta.' I ' I) 1r' ', d, = õqt ÍK.1,t,,

l'J'lt

J {o.t'i ' D it''},tv = an! ¡6"(q,) 1q,..

* J {or"}''' D 1r.rzu + J {oe'}'' D 7nr¡,t,

o-1)\

(2-33)

aqt.¡H,,(rt")la" (2-34)J t o.'r '. D 1r,* y ,t, =

J to.'") ' D 1rn'¡.,1, = õo:'"u,(Q.)1Ç,,

and substituting Eqs. (2-30) and (2-31) into Eqs. (2-34) anrJ (2-35), we find rhar

rt'1.
= | (B'')'DB"tlt'

cJ

lftl-À¡
H 

" 
= :J (Bt')' Dln* çq)]a,'¿'

1r
U = -q'44

where matrix a is the system stain energy matrix and is ¿ein"¿ as

r" = :JIB* @")],oþ* k"t]¿, (2-39)

where r" is the linear element stiffness matrix which is independent of nodal displacement qu, and

matrices H",GnandJ. arefunctionsofnodaldisplacementq",callednonlinearelementstiffness

matrices.

The total strain energy of the system upon assembling Eqn. (2-32) can be written as

(2-3s )

(2-36)

(2-37)

(2-38)

(2-40)
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tlltA = 
V( 

+ H (c) * 
iG 

(rl + 
,J {ø) I (z-41)

Eqns. (2-40) and (2-41) can be proved as follorvs. By expending Eqn. (2-32), the elemenr strain

energy is

, 
" 
: ll 

J t r' l' r r'' uu n J t r'-)'' D rr,,r r* J {.'t')''' D r'' rr r* J {.,t')'' ou* ¿ ì
'1". f , _]

SLrbstitrrting Eqns. (2-30) and (2-31) into above equarion, yielcls,

,, : :tNI ( rlt't' D BI',t, * )l ru' t' DB''',t,* j J ru^'r' DD' ¿, * )l r u'' t'
'L,r.

, :!o'l* +H +r I -ì

c 2-c L .. " iG"* tJ ")0"

on'arla,

() -4) \

() -41\

(2-44)

(2-4s)

(2_46)

is obtained using

(2-48)

(2-49)

The totalstrain energy of the system Eqn (2-40) can be obtained by assernbling the element str.ain

energy.

The variation of the total strain energy of a system is

õU = õq'K sq

where the static stiffness matrix is defined as

Ks: K+H(q) +G(q) +J@)

where K, H, G, J are global stiffiress matrices. The following system equation

the standard finite element procedures (Weaver and Johnston 1985):

R = IK + H (q) + G (q) +J (q)lq

f=)'P

R = / (2-41)

where R is fhe intemal force vector, and ¡ is the nodal load vector. R and ¡ are defined as:
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In Eqs. (2-48) and (2-49),4 is the system nodal displacement vector; P is a prescribed load vector;

and 1, is a load parameter which, when multiplied with p, will describe the actual load. The contri-

bution of the nonlinear strain eN to the strain energy may be significant, hence, Eq. (2-47) is the

firll governing equation without simplification.Eq. (2-47) can be rearranged in the form:

r=R-ÀP= {0}. (2--s0)

Generally, the Nervton-Raphson iteration method is employed to solve the above nonline¿rr

equations. Different control schemes, namely, load conlrol, displacement control (Batoz and Dh¿rtt

l9l9,Lock ancl Sabir 1973), arc-length control (Riks 1979, Crisfield l98l), etc., have been pro-

posed and successfully implementc-d in various cornputer programs. In most schemes, the tangent

stiffncrss matrix K, has to be evaluatecl lvhcrrc

tdvl
/(..= l-.i:l
' Lòrtl

(2-5t)

From Eq. (2-48), it can be noted that it is sufficient to find the derivativ e of lu @) ql to evalu-

ate tlre derivative of K.,.. Thus, for atl ,? x n m trix M (g)

l?R'l
Lòq)

t.,
?lM (q)cl = tvt' (q) + M (q)
dq

where M" (q) is also an nxn matrix and

* s ".'"iÁ* ,j= L- qr

ApplyingEqs.(2-52)and(2-53) tomatrix H and usingEqs. (2-37) and(2-38),yietds,

(2-s2)

(2-s3)

Ë =n and G:2Hr (z-54\

Since computing nonlìnear matrices such as H, G and IÍ are time intensive, the above two equa-

tions can be used to reduce computational time.

2.4. Displacement Functions

The displacement vector {u} canbe expressed as {ø} = þ, ,rrl 
t 

*hicf, is a function of the

coordinates (o, Ê, y). In the l direction, each displacement u!, ilz, u3 can be assumed to be the

sum of a constant part, which is the mid-surface displacement, and a variable part, which is a func-
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tion of 1. For the nonlinear analysis, u1t u2t u1 aÍe assumed to be linearly dependent on y as

u. = v.+TO, (t : 1,2,3), where v- is the mid-surface displacement and q, is a rotation-type variable.

Using

- I 1'l'tr) = | 
r', (r, r,, Q, r,., 0,1 (2_5-5)

l_ r I

each component of the vcctor 1a¡ can be expanclecl into Fburier scries in þ (circurnFerential)

di¡ection; that is,

,il ri,cos /[ì

0'i,cos lP

u'j,sin/B

0i,sin lþ

ui,cos /B

0{,cos /P

tt,

+T
Z-¿ (2-56)

,i,r/f;l

sin rfi 

I

cosrÞj

cos rfil

sirr rtl 

I

sin /f3l

i't/s

,l)
Qur

'2t-

9z¡ c

l)v.,s

,bmsf3l'

+T
¿-¿

0;

,Þi

1,3

oí

In Eq. (2-56), the first vector on the right hand side represents the axial symmetric displace-

ments coffesponding to the zeroth-order Fourier series; the second vector includes the symmetr.ic

(about ff = 0) displacements; the third vector includes the antisymmetric (about F = 0) displace-

ments. ø, is the highest harmonic to be chosen. For linear static analysis, displacements of differ-

ent orders are uncoupled due to the orthogonality of the trigonometric functions (Zienkiewicz

1971) so M tcan be chosen up to any particular order of interest. For a nonlinear analysis, displace-

ments of different orders are coupled and only finite orders are retained depending on the machine

capacity of time and space.

2.5. Discussion

The principle of stationary potential energy is employed for the analysis of FRP hollow tapered

poles. Novozhilov's derivations of strains of general shells are used in the formulation process for
the nonlinear finite element analysis. The use of Novozhilov's derivations results in a concise and

compact expression for nonlinear strains and their first variations. The evaluation of the tangent

stiffriess matrices is discussed. It is shown that ¡f = H and G = 2Hr. These two equations can be

used to reduce computational time. The programming of nodinear stiffness matrices can also be

systematically m anipulated.
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The formulations discussed in this chapter form the basis for the analyses presented in the fol-

lowing chapters. Chapter 3 deals with the solution methods of nonlinear equations, such as Eqn.

(2-50). Chapter 4 covers the nonlinear analysis of beam-column-type bending of the FRP poles.

'fhree nonlinear stiffness matrices are included in that analysis. Conceptually, the highest order of

harmonic M, is one for beam-fype bending, but in orcler to account fol rigid bocly rotation and to

conform to the assumption of bearn theory, special second-orcler terms are derived and inclLrcled in

tlre displacement function (Eqn. (2-56)). The ovalization analysis is discussed in chapter 5. All the

seconcl-otder harmonic tenxs are incluclc'd in order to model the dominant behaviour of ov¿rliz¿r-

tion. Thc' P-^ analysis anclthe linear bLlckling analysis are dealt with in Chapter 6. A number of

assumptionsmade to arrive to thcse sirnplifiedanalysesare also cliscusseclin Chapter6. The linear

analysis is covered in Chapter 7. l'his is the simplest analysis rvhere all nonlinear tern'ìs are

rueg lectecl.
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Chapter 3. Solution lVtrethod of Nonlínear Systern of Equations

Since the major obstacle in performing a nonlinear analysis is the solution of the nonlinear

equations, a great deal of effort has been exerted since I 960 to develop procedures to solve such

problems. Methods developed include the pseudo-force method (Stricklin ancl Haisler 1977) for

tlre formulation of nonlinear equations; the self-corrccting methocl (l-laislcr ancl Stricklin lgjj);
and the dynamic relaxation method (Park 1982) for the solution of nonlinear equations.

The major difficulty in solving nonlinear system of equations is to traverse a limit point of the

equilibrium path. The traditional load control is incapable of traversing a loacl limit point. If'such

problem is encounterecl, the displacement control is usually adopted. But, displacement control clo

fail at a displacenient limit point. Innovative control methods were pl'oposed since 1970. Among

them, the arc length control (Riks 1979) is the basic methocl. The circLrlar arc length control

(Crisfield l98l ) is a variation of the arc length control. The equation use d for contr.olling the incre-

mental step is called constraint equation. The Newton-Raphson itelation form of the constraint

equation is called the augmented equation. Naturally, the method based on the augmented equation

is called the augmented equation method

In this Thesis, the augmented equation method is employed to solve the nonlinear system of
equations. The classical load and displacement control schemes are discussed first. Then the

advanced arc length control (Riks 1979) scheme and some related control schemes are briefly

introduced. A suggestion is made that the coefficients in the augmented equation may be consid-

ered as weighing factors. These weighing factors can be determined according to the control

scheme being used. To explore more simple control methods, control schemes based on the poten-

tial energy are proposed and the implementation of these control schemes are discussed in detail in

this chapter.

3.1. Load Control and Displacement Contr.ol

The nonlinear system of equations developed in Chapter 2by the finite element method has the

following form (Eqn. (2-50)):

{x} = R-ÀP = {0} (3_1)

The Newton-Raphson iteration method is commonly employed to solve this nonlinear system of
equations. If an approximate solution qo ãtthe kth iteration has been obtained, the increment ô4n is

to be sought by solving
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õ{x}+{x} = {o}

where

ô{x} = [$rzllðq*-pôÀ* = tg-lô4^-pöÀ*Ldq_l^"Ldfl

s¡;bstitution of the tangent stifïness marrix (Eqn (2-a8)) into Eqn. (3.2). yielcrs,

Kr.õr7o-PôÀr = -R+)'kP

Kr.6t¡o_Pö2"r = -n+iP

and a new improved solution is obtained from

Çk* t = 4t+õ4t

In a standard load control scheme, À is prescribed as a fìxed value À. The displacement incre-

mental vector ôq, can be solved fi'om the equation

(3-2)

(3-3 )

(3-4)

(3-s )

1t-6\

displacement limit point

I 'i'

À

(a) load cotrtrol

dt
(b) displacement control

Fig. 3-1. Load control displacement control

The load control scheme is easy to manipulate and incorporate into a computer program but it
will fail in the vicinity of a limit point (Riks 1979). This is because the tangent stiffness matrix Kr

becomes singular at a limit point, as shown in Fig. 3-1 (a). In this figure, d represents a component

of displacement vector and tr* represents a value of ì, which does not intersect with the equilib-

load limit point
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rium path. To overcome this difficulty, a number of algorithms based on the displacement control

scheme were proposed by Zienkiewicz (1971), Lock and Sabir (1973), and others. Zienkiewicz

(197I) proposed an incremental displacement method based on the concept of linearized superpo-

sition. Lock and Sabir (1973) presented an algorithm based on the Gauss elimination method for

large deflection geometric nonlinear plane and curved structures. Batoz and Dhatt (1979) advo-

catecl a clisplacement incremental methocl by using multiple righthand sirJes f'or solving linear ancl

nonlinear equations. Although dis¡rlacement control can be usecl to traverse limit point effectively.

it could fail at a displacement turning point (Riks 1979, Crisfield l98 1). This is illusrrated in Fig.3-

I (b), where rl' represents a value of the displacement component, which does not intersect with

the equiIibriunì palh.

3.2. Alc Length Control and Augmentecl Equation Method

To conlrol the progress of the computation along the equilibrium path better, a paranleter con-

trol, nanrely, the arc length control, was proposed by Riks (1979) and Wempner (1971). The arc

length control consists of appending a constraint equation to the basic system of equilibrium equa-

tions (Eqn. (3-1)).That is,

òo' aÀ

an 
oo*anoÀ : Ân Q-7)

This equation defines a hyperplane in an (n+1) Euclidean space. The concept of arc length control
can be demonstrated for a one degree-of-freedom system as shown nFig.3-2.

Fig.3-2. Arc length control

In general, a constraint equation can be abstracted as:

d
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f =ô

The Newton-Raphson iteration method is applied to this constrainr equation, yields

ôf +f = 0'c 'L

(3-8)

(3-e)

In view o1'Eqn. (3-4), there are (n+l) unknowns in a system of (n) equations.Iteration of the con-

straint equation will serve the (n+1)th equation. In general, the iteration of constraint equation can

be expressed as:

sôÀ - g7 ôqr = R,, (3- r0)

where .ç is a coefficient corresponding to ô2", g is a coefficient vector in which s¡ (i : 1,2,..., r) is

corresponclittg to ôq,, /ln is tlte lesidual of the constraint. I-Ience. the Ncwton-Raphson iteration
equations with (n+1) unknowns can be written as:

(3- r 1)

Eqn. (3-11) forms the basis of the augmented equation methocl. Loacl control and displacement

control arc the special cases of this method. Since the introduction of arc length control method,

several other control schemes have been proposed. Among these control schemes are state control,

spherical arc length control, cylindrical arc length confrol (Crisfield 1981), and hyperelliptical arc

length control. The frend is to abandon the single variable controls (Load control and single dis-

placement control) and switch to whole state controls such as those mentioned earlier.

3.3. Refinins the Augmented Equation

In state control schemes, the incremental control parameter such as Àq varies with the total

degree-of-freedom of a system. Even the length unit of the displacement used in the computer pro-

gram can influence the determination of the conffol parameter. To minimize this effect, Fellipa

(i986) proposed a generic control scheme which uses three coefficients, a, b, v, âfld one coeffi-

cient matrix, .s, to make the control parameter scaled and dimensionless. This control scheme can

be written as

l' -o'l[¡r-] I*^l ..[o-l| .. ll l= | .. lf^l I

l-r r, I LÞql l-nl Lll

2
aT.)t,

- Lq' Sò,q + b" (L)\)- = (^/) -
v

where a and b are dimensionless scalars, S is a

(3-12)

symmetric non-negative matrix that scales the
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state vector, v is a reference value with the dimension J;o\oo, 
^/ 

is a climensionless control
parameter. Coefficients a and b may not be simultaneously zero. Fellipa suggested that useful

choice for s could be r or diag (rr.) (or even r<,,. if positive definite).

3.4. Weiehine Factors in Augmented Equation

The telnls .s and g.

as a group o1'weighing

irnportances. That is,

_
rr,^ôÀ+)ru-ôq, = R,, l3- | ìl

where rr'^ is the weighing factor ol'ôÀ ancl l'- (i = 1,2,...,r) are weiglring factors of ôri-. These

weighing factors are determined according to the control schemes. [ìor loacl control, rr,7. = 1.0]

rr'- = 0.0 (; = r,2,...,n) and Ru = i-¡.(*'. For displacement control (where q is the displacement
variable to be controlled), x,. - 0.0, rr,, = 0.0 (t # j), tt,. = 1.0, and no = ,t,-rt,G) .

Two conclusions may be drawn fiom the above discussion. First, muttiple control schemes c¿rn

be implemented in a single computer program because different controls are merely different cases

of Eqn. (3-13). In other words, to implement clifferent controls, one needs only to change the

weighting factors ru^, rr,- (i = 1,2,...,n) and the incremental control parameter Ro. Second, weigh-

ing factors can be selective and only those which have the most influence on the solution are

retained. Since every control has its own advantages, it is possible to use different control schemes

s at different stages of equilibrium path finding. The user of the computer program can also have

some flexibility on selecting different control schemes at different sifuations.

3.5. Extemal and Internal Potential Controls

The problem of traversing limit point has been solved by Riks (1979), Crisfield (1981), and

others. The arc length control, although a number of variations have emerged, is stil the core

method of traversing limit point. To use the arc length control, the derivativ e of q with respect to

the path need to be evaluated. This task can be very involved. The physical meaning of the other

controls, such as the spherical arc length control and the hyperelliptical arc length control are not

so obvious as to be appreciated by design engineers. In the following discussions, two control

mèthods, the external and intemal potential controls, which are based on the potential energy, are

proposed. The incremental work control and the incremental strain energy control are then

derived. The latter two confrol methods are closely related to the former two, i.e., to the extemal

(¡ = t,2,...,n) in tlre augmented equation (lìqn. (3-10)) may be consiclerecl

factors. weighing factors ale given to clifïerent variables according to thciL
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and internal potential controls.

The first step in developing the proposecl control method is to consider the external potential

energy -'y as the control and a solution is obtained for an increment. For the next increment. the

external potential is specified as,

-W=-W

or

F=W-W=

Assuming ty(r)

then written as,

õF+F = 0

or

õl4r(É)+ w(k) = w

Since

w(k) = x(k) Prq(k)

and

ôI4/(r) = ELG) prqft) +LG) pz'Eq?)

Eqn. (3-17) becomes

(3-t7)

(3- I 8)

(3-r9)

(3-20)

potential control. Using Eqn. (3-20) and Eqn. (3-10),

0

is the

(3- r 4)

(3- 1.5)

result of w at the /<th iteration, then òF = ôtt,(*). The iter¿rtion eqLration is

(3- I 6)

r r [.' toi]

lpro@ ¡ørrll"".,.l = ry-y¡(*)L- z -- -JLOø,*,J

This is the augmented equation of external

for extemal potential control,

, = p'qio)

and

(3-2r)
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g1' _ _xG) PI'

Next, the internal potential energy u is considered to be the control and a

for an increment. For the next increment, the internal potential is

U=u"

ol'

(3-22)

solution is obtained

(3-23)

F=t-l-U=O

where y ir n fixecl value which indicates a

next jncrement stcp. Assurning that ¿l(Á) is

iteration equation can be rvritten as

ôF+F = 0

or

ðu(r)+U@=U

From Eqns. (2-40) and(2-45)

õU(¿) = @(Ð)7'Kt'õq(k)

and

(3-24\

goal of internal potential energy to be reached in the

the result of u at kth iteration, then òF = ôu(Á). The

(3-2-5 )

(3-26)

(3-21)

(3-28)

(3-29)

t ... 7'

u$) = ){ø,r)) ,aø,0)

Thus, Eqn. (3-25) becomes

r -rl-^,oJ

lo ,0,0,,'l<f lt^:.ll = u -u@L- '' ' --"-l 
[6oGt]

This is the augmented equation of internal potential control. Using Eqn. (3-29) and Eqn. (3-10),

for internal potential control

s=0

and

(3-30)
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sr _ _ @(Ð )'t' Kr' (3_31)

An advantage of using external and internal potential controls is the obvious physical interpre-

tation. f'he solution of the system of equations is advanced by advancing the potential energy.

Another advantage is that the information needed, such as matrices K. and,¿, is available when

the tangent stìitness matrix has been f'ormed.

3.6. Incremcntal Work Control and Increrncntal Strain Energ]¡ Control

In many ploblems the actual worl< clone by the extcrnal loads increases monotonically r.vithin

tlte displaccmcnt l'alÌge of, intcrcst. Typical e,xamples are poles uncler transverse loacl (Example 4-

l), undet axial loacl (Timoshenko anclGere l96l), ancl uncler combined axial ancl transverse loacls

(Example 4:2).ln these examples, the increment of the actual work done by an extelnal loacl is

always positive. 'I'llis characteristic can be utilized to form the following constrain equation:

Lwlk) = d,w,, (3-32)

where 
^l,l/(k) 

is the incrcmcnt of the actual work clonc (relèrenced to the last incremental step) by

the external loads if the equilibrium path is to be advancccl. ¡w-., is a specified valuc which con-

trols the incremental step.If the incremental step is small, Lw(,k) can be approximated as

ow:o' = i ,^to' +)\(o) ) p7- (q(k) - q(o) )

Letting awjk) be the variation of tw!k) ,

õ*:0, : !6¡<o>r''' rorÐ -q(o)) +11¡{r) atr(o)¡¿?60{¡)

Using the Newton-Raphson iteration form of Eqn. (3-32),

tw!k) +twlk'-o% = o

yields

- q(') ) = Lw"- LwG)
Eo"o'n

"rru'*^to'l"l 

[;;:l

(3-33)

(3-34)

(3-3s)

This is the augmented equation of incremental work conÍol.

(3-36)
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In a similar manner, the internal potential control can be adapted into incremental intemal

potential control or incremental strain energy control. Instead of specifying the absolute value of

intemal potential energy, an increment, At, is specified which is referenced to the last incremental

step. That is,

lU(k) : tU (3-31\

lvhel'e 
^U(*) 

can bc either cletcrrnined accorc'ling to Ec¡rr. (2-40) as

' 1. t 1| ,¡,
LIJ(Í) = ; (./(()) rl ttrot*' - i (,1t"'¡ ¡(()t,rrO) (3-38)22

ol approximated by using Eqn. (2-45) as

LII 
(k) : ( rlro, _ ,r(t t 

¡'t rrt'o{rt

Letting ôu(k) be the variation of au((),

õU(r) = ,oø rt'yt.6o<k)

Using the Newton-Raphson itei-ation form of Eqn. (3-37),

ðU(É) + LUç) _¡ú = O

and

f ..:tr rr-^ r(Jl tt.\| ,,' T -JlÒ/t'
lo (ø'o')' K:ll"'" ,,.1 = 

^u 
- 

^u'^'L "r Lôq'"!

This is the augmented equation of incremental strain energy control.

3.7. Solution Procedure for Regular Point

/3-?q I

(3-40)

(3-4i )

(3-42)

Although the tangent stiffness matrix r, inEqn. (3-11) ìs symmetric, the augmented tangent

stiffrress matrix is not because often P + g.In addition, the augmented tangent stiffness is no longer

banded if arc-length-type control or state-type control are used. To take advantage of the symmet-

ric and banded nature of the tangent stifftress matrix, Eqn. (3-11) can be solved separately using

the following procedure.



From Eqn. (3-ll),

sôÀ - gi ôr7 = R.,

and

õq = xl (-R+ÀP+PôÀ)

Thus,

R,r+g't Kr.t (-R+Àp)
Â'i - -'

1 -l.t_¡¡.K,..p

Eqnation (3-45) is solved filst and then òq is obtainecl lì'om Eqn. (3-44).

3.8. Solution Plocedure for Limit Point

q : À(k*1) -À(É)

and

¿=ok+r)-olr')

The solution procedure represented by Eqns. (3-44) and (3-45) is based on the fact that the tan-

gent stiffness matrix is nonsingular. Theoretically, the tangent stiffrrcss matrix K, is exactly singu-

lar at a limit point. I{owever, if certain decomposition methods, such as LU decomposition and

LDLt decomposition, are used to decompose the tangent stiffness, K1, can not be numerically sin-

gular because of the many degrees-of-fr'eedoms. Relying on this factor, Batoz and Dhatt (1979)

and Crisfield (1981) implemented procedures in their computer programs to traverse the limit

points in a manner similar to that used in the solution of regular points. These researchers point out

that they have not encountered a case in which K' is exactly singular.

For singular or ill-conditioned tangent stiffness matrix, the fictitious spring method can be

used. This method which was first proposed by Sharifi and Popov (1971) consists of inserting a

penalty number s" in the ;th diagonal element of the tangent stiffness matrix. The modified stiff-

ness matrix is equal to Kr+ soE i, where E. = e.eT , ¿- is a vector whose ith element is unity and the

rest of the elements are zeros. Expressing

3-10

(3-43)

(3-44)

(3 -4-s )

(3-46)

(3-41)
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f -l-- r -| 7rr r r-l t^-l

l'' -*'llnl : 1",,1*^lol
l-P K..lldl l-nl lPl

The solution vector r/ is expressed as

then, Eqn. (3-11) can be written as

d = dn+opdp+o"d.

rvhere o, and o¿. are two coefficients to be deteminecl later. d,,, tl¡,,

lowing equations:

(K1.+.\"8,)dR = -R+),P

(R.,.+.t"8.1 d,, = P

(3-48)

(3-49)

ancl d are solutions of thc fol-

(:r--50)

(3-5 I )

(3-s2)

(3-48), produce the

(3-54)

(3-ss)

(K.t.+ s"E ) d" = ," r,

Inserting Eqns. (3-50), (3-51), and (3-52) into the second equarion of Eqn.

residual:

-prr+Krd= (-R+Àp) + [""- 
t^".r*t''] p+s"þ"-r!afr,

s is, temporarily, assumed to be nonzero and will be eliminated in subsequent steps. or, ârd o"

be determined by enforcing the condition that the expressions in square brackets vanish; i.e.,

[on- (Ro +s'a¡ tl = o

and

1""- "io] = o

Substituting the expressi on of d (Eqn. (3-a9)) into Eqns. (3-54) and (3-55) produces,

T l- - T -'r
I T I tt , | î |

l'-r'{" -c'd" |"l = lno+c'dnl (3_s6)

l-,it, r-'ia)PÀ | ,io- )

For the control schemes where s * 0, q is obtained from the first equation of Eqn. (3-48); i.e.,



(Ro+ 91 d)
¡l - 

-
For the control schemes rvhere s = 0, î can not be obtained Eqn. (3-57).

procedure is recommended by Fellipa ( 1986) to guarantee a solution for 4 .

equation of Eqn. (3-48) by ,I'' , yielcls,

d't K.,tl - rtt' (- R + ).p)

T
d'P

Using Eqn. (3-49) and Eqns. (3-50), (3-5 l) and (3--52).

K.,d = 1-R+ÀP) +o,,P-s"E.d+s"o,,c

Substituting Eqn. (3-59) into Eqn. (3-58), results in

o tf.-¿?
octlTl = Ornt .

¿'P

3-t2

(3-s1)

Holvever, the follor.ving

Mu ltiplying the seconcl

(3--58 )

(3 -59)

(3-60)

The solutions of the displacement incremental vector, d (Eqn. (3-49)), and the loacl incremental

parameter, 11 (Eqns. (3-57) or (3-60)), enable one iteration to be completed. A new improved solu-

tion of the nonlinear equations a¡e obtained and the next iteration may proceed.

3.9. Example

To demonstrate the applicability of the control schemes discussed and proposed in this chapter,

the Misses truss (Fig. 3-3), which is one dimensional nonlinear problem (Sokot and Witkowski

1994), is used here. First, the strain energy and extemal potential energy are determined. Second,

the static stiffiress matrix and tangent stiffrress matrix are derived. Then, the formulations of the

augmented equation method of extemal potential control, internal potential control, incremental

work control and incremental strain energy control are presented. The nonlinear load-displacement

curves are obtained using these control schemes.

The axial strain of the bar is

Lo- L,

Lo
,_ Jt+ (0.¡-Ð'

1.044

where t = V/L.

(3-6 r )
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Fig. 3-3. Misses Truss

The strain enersv is

I r t EAL( T- "\2, = 
aJEe-dv 

= , l', .0a4- 41+r- )

where r = 0.3 - ¡. The external potential is

-w = -)vPLt = - (03LPL -),PLr)

The following equilibrium condition is derived

energy,

K"t-ÀP = 0

where r is the static stiffriess matrix

( r tlK = EAI:-- |

" | | , 1.0441\{l +r- /

The tangent stiffness matrix is derived as

by using the principle of

(3-62)

(3-63)

stationary potential

r, = ,è{r"t)

(3-64)

(3-6s)

(3-66)
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If external potential control is used, the Newton-Raphson iteration is

l-- lr-r f_ _lr-r t- ..:l
l{o:-rt)L-}\:pilu^l = _ l.^ :ll^l.lw_w(k) I i, urrL _p K,lL¡d L_pKJLd L o l

If internal potential control is usecl, the Newton-Raphson itelation is

T -= _

lo -r"'z''il,,l =tli[^] .Þ-,'*jl (3-ó8)

L-P K' 
I L¡'-l ¡-n ,<t Lt_J I o l

lf incremental rvorl< control is usecl, the Newton-Raphson iteration is

f,,, r

l(-j)"'(,'o'-."", -rl ().(Á) -r(")rrnl[1^l = h :lÞl - [^"*o",0;l (3_6e)

L -" Kr llt'f ¡-r'<tL'J I o l

where

Io -r"r'lÞtl 
= l"l[^].Þ-or,-¡

[-r K, ] L¡d L-P 
nJ LrJ L o l

where

- 

(L\ l ,,Lw'*'= r,^,*'-7"(t'))LpçrG) -.(n)) (3-70)

If incremental strain energy control is used, the Newton-Raphson iteration is

(3-t L)

LU(o) = -(t(¿)-r(o)¡K", (3-jz)

A short computer program is required to obtain the solution of the Newton-Raphson Equations.

The nonlinear curve obtained using the proposed control schemes is drawn in Fig. 3-4. The incre-

mental work control and the incremental strain energy control can be used to obtain the load-

deflection curve from v,/L = 0 to v/L = 0.3. The curve from v/L = 0.3 to v/L = 0.6, however, is

antisymmetric to the line vlt = 0.3. The portion of the curve where v/L>0.6, as shown in Fig. 3-

4, is computed using displacement control. After the curve becomes too steep, the load control

scheme is preferable.
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À

8.00 --

4.00 -_-

0.00
lv/L

0.80

-4.00

-8.00 -

Fig. 3-4. Load deflection curve of Misses truss

The curves of the external potential, -w, and the internal potential, u, are shown in Fig. 3-5.

The internal potential u (equal to the real work done by the external load p) increases, monotoni-

cally,from v/L=otov/L =0.3.From v/L=0.3tov/L:0.6,thecurvesof theextemalpoten-

tial, -w, and the internal potential, u, must be antisymmetric and symmetric about the line

v/L = 0.3, respectively. This is owing to the factor that the structure is symmetric (about

v/L = 0.3) and the load is antisymmetric (about v/L = 0.3) from v/L = o to v/L = 0.6.

I
I

0.00
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1.20

0.80
'' /<

0.40

0.00
v/L

0.400.00 0.20

Fig. 3-5. Extemal potential and internal potential

Through tliis example, as well as through other examples presented in the following chapters, it

is shown that the incremental work control and the incremental strain energy control perform well

in traversing limit points. The incremental strain energy control performs better than the incremen-

tal work control, but is more difficult to program.

3.10. Discussion

In this chapter, four control schemes based on the potential energy are proposed. The external

potential control and internal potential control have intuitive physical interpretation. The nonlinear

curve is advanced by controlling the absolute value of the extemal potential energy or the intemal

potential energy. For external potential control, the formulation and programing are simple. But

for stability problems, the absolute value of extemal potential energy usually has a maximum (or

minimum) point (Fig. 3-5). This maximum (or minimum) point indicates that the external poten-

tial energy does not usually increase monotonically. The internal potential energy, on the other

Íf

W'Z
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hand, has a broad range within which its absolute value increases monotonically. If the range is

broad enough to include the domain of the nonlinear solution desired, it could be an advantage to

use internal potential control. However, to use these two controls, the absolute value of the exter-

nal potential energy and the intemal potential energy need to be computed. From Eqns. (3-28) ancl

(3-29), the two matrices, K, and A, are involved in the formulation of intemal potential control.

Each of tlre rnatrices K" and A is composed of four matrices (Eqns. (2-41) ancl, (2-49)). The multi-

plication ol these matrices (Eqn. (3-28)) involves many compLrtations. If Eqn. (3-39) is usecl in thc.

inclemental strain energy control. the computation of the absolute value of internal potential

energy (u(o)) can be avoiclecl. This can be seen from Eqns. (3-39) anct(3-42) where only matrix r_

is involved in the formulation of the incremental strain energy control. There is no difficulty to

compute thc absolute value of the external potential energy (see Eqn. (3-18). But if increnrental

r.vorl< control is Ltsccl thc displace nlent ra¡lge r.vithin whicli the actual r.vork incrcases monotonically

could be broacleneci because the actual work done by external load is eqrral to the internal strain

cnergY (Fig. 3-5). This feafure enables the incremental work control to be usecl effectivelv in manv

practical engineering problems where the external load produces positive work.

It should be noted that Bathe and Dvorkin (1983) have proposed a scheme called increment of
extemal work (or work constraint). In their procedure, Bathe and Dvorkin specif,i a constant incre-

ment of extemal work for the first iteration, i.e.,

This is equivalent to Eqn. (3-36) of incremental work control if ¿ = r (first iteration). But, for the

next iterations, Bathe and Dvorkin enforce the increment of extemal work to be zero at each itera-

tion. That is

).r^"' a¡(o)¡¡?6q(r¡ = LW" (3-13)

(3-74)

This is different from Eqn. (3-36) in the incremental work control proposed in this thesis. Bathe

and Dvorkin conclude by comparing work constraint with arc length control that the work con-

straint provides a better capability to traverse load limit point while the arc length control demon-

strates fast convergence in the region away from limit point.

The methods discussed in this chapter are based on the'augmented equation method. Different

control schemes lead to different augmented equations. In this aspect, the augmented equation

method is actually a family of methods. Its advantage lies in the fact that similar procedures can be
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used for different confrol schemes. It is suggested in this Thesis that the augmented equation

derived from different controls can be considered as a group of weighing factors. This method

enables various controls to be incorporated in one program and provides the flexibility of using

these controls accorcling to the stages of path fincling.

Expcrience has been gained throLrgh the use of the contlol schemes ploposecl in this Thesis. In

brief, the incremental work control and the incremcntal strain energy control can be appliecl in a

wide range of engineering problerns including thc analysis of FRP poles. These control methocf s

are simple, easy to understand and manipulate. In addition to these two control schemes, i1'other

control schemes, such as load control, displacemc-nt control, and arc length control, are incolpo-

rated in tlre augmented equation method, the power of the solution methocl can be further rein-

forced.
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Chapter 4. Nonli¡lear Analysis of Bearn-T!¡le Bending

The common height of transmission poles is in the range of 10 to 30 meters. ln order to recluce

cost, such poles must be slender and the wall thickness must be macle as small as possible. It is
rvell understood that overall buckling of a member is associatecl witli its slenclerness ratio and that

local buckling is associateclrvith the wallthickness. Therefore, the issuc of stability ancl large ciis-

placement of thin-wallcd slender poles must be addressed before any consideranion for oractical

use of such poles.

The overall buckling load of a prismatic column with onc end fixecl ancl the othcr encl fì.ee can

be obtained using classic procedures. llnder the assumption of small deflection, the Er.rler buckling

load of such a colttmn uncler a concentrated loacl is p": lnzEI¡ / 1+tt¡, rvhere ¿' is t¡e modulus ol.

elasticity, I is the moment of inertia ancl ¿ is the len_eth of the column. When the critical load p., is
reached, the deflection of the column is unclefinecl. 'l'he post-bLrckling behaviour can not be

obtained by the linear beam-column theory. A nonlinear formulation was used by Timoshenko and

Gere ( 1961) to determine the post-bLrckling of a prismatic column. Similar formulations were nsecl

by Holden (1972) to obtain the loacl-deflection curve of a prismatic column under clistributed axial

loading. Bisshopp and Drucker (1945), Wang (1969) ancl Barten (1945) invesrigatecl large deflec-

tion of beams under various loadings. All these analytical formulations lead to elliptical integrals.

The fundamental assumption made in the beam-column theory is that the profile of the cross-sec-

tion of a member remains undistorted during loading although it undergoes very large deflection.

Any local deformation pertinent to local buckling is not considered according to this assumption.

4. 1. Rieid-Body Rotation

For nonlinear analysis, in order to capture the most significant characteristics of slender poles,

such as large deformation and overall buckling due to beam-type bending, all the terms with / < 1

should be included. However, spacial terms for t = 2 are needed to satisfy the requirement for the

rigid-body rotation of conical shells. The antisymmetric (about Ê = 0) part is not included cur_

rently in the nonlinear analysis.

When the truncated pole shown in Fig. 4-1, for example, is giving a rigid-body rotation e about

the .r-axis, the point P at the reference cross-section moves to p' . In this case the displacements in

the coordinate system )cyz are:

4r=0 (+1)
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u, = -(r +lcosry) cosp (1 - cosO)

u - = - (, + Tcos\r) cos psin 0.

I{owever, the rigid-body displacements represented by Eqns. (4-1), (4-2) and

jected into tllc curvilinear coordinates (c¿, g, y) as follows:

lr'j = rr.,cosBsinq- rr,cosrY

I . t¡r/2 = -rl!,srn l)

l'. = ,,, anr,r.os\t.F r/_sirì\,r

Thus,

u', = -;(,' +ycosïr) sinr¡( 1 + cos2þ) ( I - cos0) - (r. + ycosry) cosr¡cospsin0

,.1n, = i(r +ycosv) sin2þ( I - cos0)

,. 1

u't = -i(r+ycosv) cosry(1+ cos2þ) (l - coso) + (r+ycosv) sinrycospsin0

Õn = (1-cosO).

Lefting

"T = -:(r +ycoslr) sinr¡rcos (2Þ) on

,: = :(r +ycosr¡) sin (2p) <Þ^

(+2)

(+3)

(4-3) can be pro-

(+1)

(4-8)

(+9)

(+10)

(4- I 1)

(+12)

(+4)

(+s)

(+6)

where u'r, u', aÍrd øi are displacements induced by rigid-body rotation. They are expressed in terms

of cr, p, and T directions, respectively (Fig. 2-3).

It is evident from Eqns. (+7), (+8) and (49) that in order to capture the displacemenrs induced

by rigid-body rotation 0, special terms related to cos2B and sin2p must be included in the displace-

ment functions. The factor ( I - cos0) may be treated as a new displacement variable; i.e.,
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(4- r 3)

then these three terms are the second-order Fourier terms which must be included in order to cap-

ture the displacements induced by rigid-body rotation. The other terms left over in Eqns. (4-7)

through (L9) are either zeroth-order or first-order Fourier terms which will be automatically
inclucled if *t, is chosen to be equal to one.

u
.̂J

u. 
l

Fig. 4-1. Displacements due to rigid-body rotation

4.2. Finite Element Formulations

Now define:

ur = vt+yQr+øf

üz = vz+y$r+ uf;

(+14)

(+rs)

(+r6)ü3 = v3+yQr+ af

Substituting v, âfld 0, from Eqn. (2-56):

,: = -:(r +ycosq) cosl.trcos (2F) on

vi + vi, cos P

0i + Qi,cosP

<+-ì¡

(+18)0r=

¡i+

ia
iP

t I
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"l - (4- 19)

Similarly

',2

q';

v2t

Qzr

@r,

,-Õu

v3

Q¡

c¿

JI

9:l

<Þn

t@R

where matrices te,l (i = 1,2,3) are functions of Ê only, matrices tr,l (t = 1,2,3) are functions of
f only. These are:

[,tl
l*il

[er[f,ìI'i' I-tl

I 
*i'l

l'^l
[]oul

tt, = [0rì [Frl

r, = [0rì [F,J

(4-2O)

(4-21)

(+22)

(+23)

. (+24)

Iorl = [r r .orp cosp coszfl

Iozl : [r r ,inp sinp sin2p]

to3ì = [r r .orp cosp cos2p]
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1000
0y00
00r0
000y

0000

0

0

0

0

-ycosr[sin r[
2

0

0

0

0

-siny

fr=

l¡=

r000 0

0y00 0

0010 0

000y 0

ooooI!9IY
2

( 4-) \\

(4-26)

(4-21)

r000
0y00
0010
000y

0000

0

0

0

0

-lcos !.f cos lt
2

0

0

0

0

-cos
2

The displacement variables <Þ,,, ,'i, Q",, etc., are all functions of coordinate o only. Dividing the

pole into a number of elements in the o direction, these variables can be interpolated in terms of

nodal displacements of an element. Choosing the displacement polynomials and following the

standard procedures, the equations for the displacements u,, u" and u^ can be manipulated in

matrix form as follows:

ø, = [0,J [f,J [N,lø. (+28)

u, = I0r) lf ,l INrlø" (+29)

a, = [0rl [lrJ [Nrìø. (+30)

If quadratic form of a is used as shape functions, then an element has three nodes (Fig. 4-2).

Defining the nodal displacements at i, k, j as follows:

4,, = 
þor,,, Q1,,, ';,, þ;,, vStt qo3n''1,r,, þir,,'ir,,, Qir^'ir^ þir, ao,)

where m = i, k, i , and arrange the element nodal displacement vector as

(+3r)
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(4-?)\

The shape function matrices tN¡l (¡ = 1,2,3) are functions of a only ancl can be cletelminecl

according to the sequence of the nodal displacerrents in 4". Explcssions of ¡r\,,1 (i = 1,2,3)are
giveninAppendixC.Uponsubstitutingthedisplacementfunctions(Eqns. (+28),(4-29)ancl(4-
30)) into the forrnation of lincar ancl nr,rnlinear stiffness matrices (lìqns. (2-36), (2-37), (2-38) ancl

(2-39)), we have finally a nonlinear sysrem equation (Eqn. (2-50)):

X=1?-ÀP= {0} (4-33)

Fig. L2. Element and nodes

The finite element model discussed above has been implemented into a computer program. A

Newton-Raphson iteration method (Chapter 3) is employed to facilitate the solution of nonlinear

equations (Eqn. (4-33)). Following examples demonstrate the applicability of the nonlinear theory

and finite element model developed herein.

4.3. Examnles

Example 4-1: In this example a homogeneous cylindrical tube (Fig.  -3) is considered. Mate-

rial and geometric data are chosen as follows: modulus of elasticity, E = 24.04Gpd; shear modulus,

G=9.25GPa; Poisson's ratio v=0.3i r=34.z9mmi t=5.0gmm; moment of inertia,

I = 0.64xLo6nma. The load deflection curve obtained from the proposed nonlinear analysis is

äo"=n
g'l

cx,
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shown in Fig. 4-3 along with the curue obtained fi'om the analytical solution developed by Biss-

hopp and Drucker (1945). These two curves are obtained by applying a ffansverse load g only.

Very good correlation is observed since both these hvo curves are almost identical through the

whole range of clisplacements. The linear solution obtainecl throLrgh the basic beam theory is also

shown in Fig. 4-3. As shown in Fig. 4-3, for an uniform beam of isotropic material, a linear solu-

tion is a good approximation to the nonlinear solution only if the rclative clisplacernent(ttt) is

less than 30Vo.ljor design purpose, the linear solution yielcls conservative rcsults.

4.0

- 0 (linear)

0.0 (L/L)
0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00

Fig. 4-3. Displacement of the cylindrical tube under lateral load

To examine the behaviour of a tube under combined axial load and bending, an axial load was

applied, as shown in Fig. 44.\n this figure, the lateral deflection of the tube at the free end, Á,, is

plotted as a function of the axial load, p. A small transverse load e = 0.0056ÉN is applied to obtain

a smooth transition from the fundamental to the secondary path (Chen and Lui 1987). The results

oLz\:_--_ 
|EI/(

010.

8.0

6.0

2.0

{- - Proposed

{- Bisshopp and Drucker

Basic Beam Theorv
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are compared with the post buckling resnlts obtained from Timoshenko's formulation (Timosh-

enko and Gere 1961). The comparison is made at large deflections since only pure axial load is

considered in Timoshenko's formulation. p.. in Fig. 4-4 is the Euler load.

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0
l

(L/L)

0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00

Fig. 44. Post buckling curves of the cylindrical tube

Example 4-2: In this example a tapered FRP pole with three layers (Fig.  -5) is considercd.

The material properties used are: modulus of elasticity of the fibers in the longitudinal direction,

Er = 38.0cpa; modulus of elasticity of the fìbres in the transverse direction, Er = 6.83zcpa; major

Poisson's talio, ur., = 0.3; minor Poisson's ratio, urr:0.49i and in-plane shear modulus,

GLr= 2.293GPa.Tt.e fibres in the middle layers are oriented in meridional direction while the

fibres in the inner and outer layers are oriented at +3 degrees with respect to the circumferential

direction.

The results from the nonlinear analysis (solution of Eqn. (+33)) are compared to those from

thelinearanalysis(solutionof Eqn. (7-22) with /= 1)inFig.4-6. Thelinearcurveisobtained

/P\ttt-l\P )' e'
_-]

Proposed

Timoshenko and Gere
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from the high-order shear theory (Reddy and Liu 1985). Since the axial load p is small compared

to the critical load P"' (Chapter 6), a stiffening effect is observed in this portion of the deflection

curve. Forthis example,linear ancl nonlinear solutions diverge at L/L=0.25. At tlt = 0.3, the rel-

ative difference between the results from the two theories exceeds 20Vo.T}tese results indicate that

the behavioul of FRP poles could be morc nonlinear in some cases.

D_t-

D
cl'

o-

0.01P cl'

104.7 kN

3.926kN

D = 300mnt

cl = 250mnt

t = 6ntm

tt = 7Smm

tz = 3mm

L=5m

Fig. 45. A tapered FRP pole wirh three layers

4.4. Discussion

To include all the rigid-body modes in the displacement function is difficult (Gould 1985) if
curvilinear coordinates are used. Fonder and Clough (1973) proposed a method of explicit addi-

tion of rigid-body motion in curved elements. This method is general but requires substantial com-

putations. MeBane and Stricklin (1971) suggest that implicit rigid body motion is sufficient in

some finite elements if higher order displacement functions are included. In this chapter, it is
proven that in modelling the beam-type bending of the poles, some second-order Fourier terms

which are necessary to model the rigid-body rotation must be included in the displacemþnt func-

tions. A special displacement variable <Þo = (l-coso) is introduced. This approach has been

proven to be successful as seen from the examples presented.
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(À x 100)

50.0 l

40.0

30.0

20.0

10.0

0.0
1 6/L)

0.60.0 0_1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Fig. L6. Load deflection curves of the tapered FRp pole

The post-buckling behaviour can be analyznd using the large displacement nonlinea¡ analysis.

Very good agreement between the theoretical results and the finite element results has been dem-

onstated through the examples considered in this chapter. Although transverse shear sftains and

hoop strains are included in the analysis, for slender poles considered here, no significant effect is

observed since the loading conditions considered are simple.

The incremental work control and the incremental sûain energy control as proposed in Chapter

3 are used in the solution of nonlinear equations particular to the examples discussed in this chap-

ter. The application of these two control schemes are successful especially for the problems of
large displacement and post buckling of beam-type bending of tapered poles because the work

done by the external loads monotonically increase as the displacement increases. An automatic

-@- Proposed(nonlinear)

Proposed (linear)
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incremental step adjustment procedure is incorporated in the computer program to achieve better

efficiency. The computation, however, is intensive. For example, to obtain the curve in Fig. L4,

ten to twenfy hours are needed in an IBM-PC compatible machine runnins at33 MHz.
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Chapter 5. Ovalization .A.nalysis

5.1. Introduction

It was mentioned in Chapter 1 that FRP poles could fail by ovalization near the supporting base

(McCIure and Boire 1992). The ovalization of alongcylinclrical shell wasfirst stu<iicd by Btazier

itt 1927 (Brush and Almroth 1975) ancl is referred to as the Brazier effect. Brazier's analysis is

testricted to infinitely long sl-rells. If a long c),lindrical shell is subjectecl to a benclins moment ancl

bent ivith a curvature t,tp (Fig.5-1), the lougitudinal tension and compression stresses will have

components ditected torvarcl the micl-plane of the tube. The effect of these components is to flaften

the tube. Thc equilibriurn path of the bent cylinder may be illustratecl in a cliagram (Fig. -5-2). The

bending moment vs. the cut'vature is nonlinear. The collapse of tlie shell occLlrs at the nraxirnum

moment.

Fig. 5-1. The Brazier effect
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Linear solution

Nonlinear solution

Fig.5-2. Equilibrium parh for benr cylinder

A bent cylinder may be alternatively considered as a curved tube. The phenomena of flattening

of a curved tube was observed by Bantling and theoretically investigated by Von Karman (Ctark

and Reissner 1954). Subsequently the topic was addressed by a few researchers (Clark and Reiss-

ner 1954) by using different energy principles and approximate methods. Clark and Reissner

(1954) indicated that the flattening effect depends on (a) the ratio of a representative cross-sec-

tional radius r to the center line radius p, and (b) the ratio of a representative wall thickness ¡ to a

representative cross-sectional radius r. The raTio r/p is of minor impofance by itself but the com-

bination of the two, namely 12 / 1pt¡, is the goveming parameter. When r2/ (pÐ is small compared

with unity the flattening effect is unimportant. When r2 / çpt¡ is of the order of unity or large com-

pared to unity, the flattening effect is important.

5.2. Procedures

To analyze the ovalization of FRP poles, two factors have to be considered. First, the poles are

tapered, and second, materials are anisotropic. These two factors render that analytical method

more difficult to apply. However, the basic iormulations and finite element procedures discussed

in Chapters 2 and 4 can be readily applied with some extensions.
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Theoretically, the profile of a flattened circulal'cross-section is a complex pattem which may

be represented with sufficient accuracy by Fourier expansions (Eqn. (2-53)) up to a particular

order M,. To simpliß7 the analysis and capture the most important characteristìcs of the ovaltza-

tion, it was assumed that ovalization of a circular cross-section can be modelecl by the seconcl-

order Fourier terms. This assumption can be justified by observing the displacement patterns perti-

llent to cos2þ and sin2B o1'the components of displacements r/r and r.,. For example, u1;'rcos2þ is

illustratecl in Fig.5-3. ',i, is a constant value in rc'lation to þ ancl the sign of u'lrcos2lJ depends on

the sign ol. cos2[3. A positive value indic¿rtes a displacement arvay fì'om the center point while a

negative value inclicates a clisplacetrcllt tou¡arcls the center point.

Fig. 5-3. Displacement component vircos2þ

Careful examination of Eqns. (4-9) and (4-10) of the rigid-body rotation, shows that the equal

amplitudes of the terms v;2sin 2þ and -vircos2þ represent the rigid-body rotation (for a prismatic

pole where v = 0) of a cross-section. Thus, only the difference of the amplitudes betwe en vf,,sin?,þ

and -vlrrcos2p represents the actual ovalization.

As mentioned earlier, the procedures and formulations discussed in Chapters 2 and 4 can be

conveniently applied to the ovalization analysis provided all the second-order Fourier terms are

included in accordance with the assumption made previously. Naturally, those second-order terms

required by the rigid-body rotation are automatically included. Again, quadratic shape functions

are used in the interpolation of vi, Q"r", etc. The number of nodal displacements in an eleìnent,

however, are increased from 39 to 54. The displacements ur, u, and r,3 are expressed in the same
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form as Eqns. (4-25), (4-26) and (4-27). These are:

a, : [0,¡ [f,ì [N,ìø..

u, = [0rl lrrl [N2l t.,

r. : [0.ì [I.j] [N.ì]q.,

where

[r r .orB cosB cos2þ cos2fl

[r r .inp sinp sin2B si'2p]

[r r .orp cosp cos2p cos2fl

100000
0y0000

(5-l)

(s-2)

(5-3 )

,, ,rr)''
l'32,,, Qi2,,!l

1,,)tto' = 
ln 

ol'

úÀ

q,,, = 
þu,,,, Q'1,,,

n = i,k,.i

[orì =

[02] =

Io¡] =

(.5-4)

'"),,, Q'),,, ''],,, þ'],,, '"rr,,, þ",, r, ,'L,,, þ')r,, r'1,,, þlir,,, r,",r,,, Q",r,,, t,'|.r,,, Q'J.r,u
(-5-5 )

(s-6)

(s-1)

(s-8)

(s-e)
00100
000y0
00001
00000

The shape function matrices INrl (t = 1,2,3) are given in Appendix D.

5.3. Example

Example 5-1: In this example, a thin-walled cylindrical tube is considered (Fig. 5-4). The

dimensions of the tube are chosen in an attempt to clearly demonstate the ovalization phenomena.

As mentioned earlier, the ratio rzllpr¡ govems the ovalization effect. An increase in this ratio
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occurs if there is an increase in

increase in the lensth of the tube

the radius of cross-section, a decrease

(so the radius of cuvatute decreases).

in the thickness, or an

24.04Gpa

9.25Gpu

2.4m

J2mm

Tmnt

0.22621cN

Fig. 5-4. Thin-walled cylinder

In Fig. 5-5, the ovalization is represented by vo = l;;rl -1,;rl .t can be seen thanhe ovalization

is developed very quickly as the load reaches a certain level. The load starts to drop sharply after

reaching a maximum. This behaviour indicates that the load carrying capacity decreases due to the

ovalization effect. The load deflection curve is draw in Fig. 5-6. Contrary to the pure beam-type

bending where a stiffening equilibrium path is obtained, a softening effect is observed because the

decreasing of moment resistance. The maximum load point (limit point) determines the stability of
the cylinder.The equilibrium is stable before the maximum load point and unstable after the maxi-

mum load point.

5.4. Discussion

The ovalization (Brazier effect) of cylindrical poles was investigated using the finite element

method. All the second-order Fourier terms are included in the displacement functions. Procedures

tr-

G_
t-

T-

tt =
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for the implementation of the finite element method are similar to that of beam-type-bending. An

example of a thin-walled cylinder is presented to demonstrate the ovalization effect. It is obvio¡s

that the load calrying capacity is strongly affected by the ovalization of the cross-section. A limit

load point occurs when the ovalization reaches a certain point. Instability results after this point.

The load deflection curve is quite different from that obtained in Chapter 4 (beam-type bencling).

The lateralloatlch'ops signilicantly afier the limit point. This fact is important in the clesign of such

poles whcre the ovalization might clomin¿rte.

20.00

10.00

0.00

0.00 5.00 10.00 15.00

Fig. 5-5. Ovalization of thin-walled cylinder
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L(rnm.)

400.00 800.00

Fig. 5-6. Load-deflection curue of thin-walled cylinder
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Chapter 6. [.inear Buckling and P - L Analysis

The nonlinear analyses discussed in the previous chapters are based on the assumption that

strains are small while dispìacements can be arbitrarily large. It is well known that the classical

beam-colurnn theory is based on the assumption tlìat the displacements are small. If this assump-

tion is retained and together lvith some other assumptions, the nonlinear equations can be degener-

ated into linear equations, namely. linear p-^ analysis or linear buckling analysis depending on

thc loading condilions.

6.1 . Assumptions and Derivations

For s¡nall clisplacements. thc nonlinear strain 1etr; is small compared to linear strain 1e¿¡. If
'JeÀ; coulc.l be neglectecl but 1ðcN;. may not be neglected for the lineal llucklìng ancl the p-A

analyses in Eqns. (Z-34) and (2-35). Also the nodal displacement vector q can be decomposed into

axial symmetric part q" and non-axìally symmetric part q" . 'fhereforc, the nodal displacement vec-

tor of an element can be expressed as

(6-i)

Accordingly, the external potential is

t;l
tq,.lq": | -l
I ul
V¿

-w = f. ,.,L\q ) ,r"rlr1) (6-2)

(6-3)

where f ,, and f " 
are axially symmeÍic and non-axially symmetric nodal load vectors, respectively.

Further, by assuming that the nonlinear strain is caused by beam-type bending only, the system

equations can be uncoupled in terms of q" and q" .To prove this, the variation of the strain energy

of an element must be considered: i.e..

I t T r | *T
õu" = J {ôe"} D {e"} dv+J {ôe',"}' D {Ê.") dv

Eqns. (2-30) and (2-31) may be written in a decomposed form as
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{e¿} = 6t'4" =
A

(6-4)

{Eer'¡ = Br'6u" Br. (6-s)

{eN} = )fu* tq..t)0.
l-

(6-6)

{ðeN1 = ln* fo,.¡}aq,

Eqn. (6-3) becomes

(6-8)

Noting that nt' is a constant matrix with respect to B and r¿ is linearly dependecl on cosp and sinB,

while, n!,tø') is afunction of (cosfl)2 and lsinp;2, from the orthogonality of trigonometric func-

tions (Zienkiewicz,I9Tl), the following relations are obtained.

i;l
r1
l al

V¿

,I
'll,1,

ú:"

=þ.

(6-7)

-t;l
= il, ui, r ¡:tllo'..,1,

vl

_ _L;| .. |)oq.l
= 

Ln 
o:)røi1l l- ,,1toq I| -9i

a' 
" 
: 

lruo';>' raír¡l 
[i[;;tf i,t, 

olu, *{[.,, 
io,,,l,ú, 

q,,)d

îr7'r
) @) onjdv = 0

I tT r

I @) Dnidv = 0

a^t^T

J @',', @i))' DB"dv = o

Eqn. (6-3) becomes

T" . T r T" t T r - - 'f î N - T tau" = (EqZ)' ) øil'oaiavqi+ Gqþ'J <n""¡'oniavqi+ GqZ)' I øi<øily'on'avqi

(6-e)

(6-r0)

(6-il)

(6-r2)

In the classical beam-column theory, the axial load is assumed to be fixed in the derivation of equi-
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librium condition. This assumption is generalized so that the axially symmetric loads are kept con-
stant and the state is equivalent to that when the axially symmetric displacement vector qd is
constant in Eqn. (6-12). The last rerm in Eqn. (6-12) can be pur into rhe form

G,í:)'l,G:,(q'))'t'DBI'¿,0" = Gc':)''lr"toïlfo': (6-13)

where lc"{o'.')l isamatrixfuncionof q"only.Eqn.(6-13)holdsrr.uebecause @::(í) ) isalìn-
ear function of q" .lf the following two equations are definecl

-.î¡'l'
K': = J ß"')'DB','ttv

..rt'l'K':= J1B',,) DB',',dv

then, the system of equations can be written in the form of two uncoupled equations; i.e.,

KoÇr, -- f.

IK,t+G(e,)1e,, = Í,,

(6-t+\

(6- r-5)

(6- r6)

(6-t7)

In engineering practice, the matrix G (4,) usually appears in the form G (o,) and the axially sym-
metric stress vector o, is evaluated accordingto qo which is computed fi.om Eqn. (6-16). Equa-
tions (6-16) and (6-17) form the basis for the p-a analysis since the axial load is included in¡
and its second order effect is reflected through the, so-called, initial stress stiffness matrix G. In
the special case where 

"4, = {0} ,Eqn. (6-17) can be cast into an eigenvalue problem as,

lK,,+)\G (ø"))ø,, : {0} (6-18)

where, À is the eigenvalue au;rd q" is the corresponding eigenvector. The critical load can then be
determined by multiplying the lowest eigenvalue l" and the initial load fo. This procedure is usu-

ally called linear stability analysis because both Eqns. (6-16) and (6-18) are linear. The process

from Eqns. (6-16) to (6-18) implies that the displacement q" is independent of qo. This is an

approximation and is valid only for the case of small lateral deflections.

Table 6-1 and Table 6-2 summarizethe assumptions made for linear p-a analysis and linear

stability analysis. The following examples are presented to show the applicability of the linear sta-

bility analysis and linear p - A analysis discussed in this chapter.
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TABLE 6.1
Assumptions for P - A effect (small deflection)

TABLE 6.2
Assumptions for Linear Stability

Sn'ains Small

Deflection Small

Load
General (Axial Symmetric Load

and Transverse Load)

1eN; ,, 1e¿1 Yes

lI'Ixrfr'l-t

J {Oe'-} D {e''} tlv,, J {Ec-} D {e-} tlv Yes

r1v < J {ôe
t, 

{.t}
*) tD 

1tL¡ rt,l{ôe''}
v

Yes

Strains Small

Deflection Small

Load Axial Symmetric Only

1eN; u 1e¿; Yes

fl
dv << I {ôe"}

frT
J {ðe"} D 'D 7ut¡ ,1,i.*) Yes

f\lT
nJ {ôe"} D

fNrT
J {ôe"} D{e 7eL¡ dv

*) 
r/u Yes
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6.2. Examples

Example 6-l: The homogeneous cylindrical tube shown in Fig. 6-1 is considered in this exam-

ple. Material and geometric data are chosen as follows: modulus of elasticity E = 24.04Gpa, shear

modulusG=9.25GPa,r=34.29ntn1,t=S.Oïmnt,momentofinertial=0.64x\\'lurnr't.TheErrler

bLrckling loacl according to beam-column theory (Chen ancl Lui l9s7) is

P, -- {n?EI)/(4t.2) = 38.38tN. The computed critical bLrckling load based on Eqns. (6-16) ancl (6-

I8) is r",. = 31.90kN. p-^ clrrves (e: s.eOlW) an: also drawn fiom Eqn. (6-16) ancl (6_17) to

compare the computed resuits witli that obtained from the beam-column theory (Chen and LLri

1987). The computecl clata are listed in Table 6-3. frrom Fig. ó-t and I'able 6-3 we see that the

computed results are very close to the results obtained fiom beam-column theory in the reasonable

range of displacernent (^<i.). Unrealistic results ol'clisplacement arc' obtained wlten ptp,

approaches to unity.

P/P
e

1

Q = 5.607kN

L (mm)
1 000

-oComputed +Beam-Column

0.8

0.6

0.4

Fig. 6-1. Tip deflection vs. axial load of the cylindrical tube
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TABLE 6.3
Comparison of Tip Deflection of the Cylindrical Tube

P

I
e

A(mm)

Computed Beam-Column Theorv

0.0 120.8 120.0

0.2 r 50.9 150.0

0.4 201.1 200.0

0.6 302.5 300.0

0.8 613.5 600.0

0.9 1269.1 1200.0

0.95 2737.1 2400.0

r.00 co

Example 6-2: In this example a tapered FRP pole with three ìayers (Fig. 6-2) is consiclerecl for

the analysis of p - ¡ effect and linear buckling. The material properties used are: modulus of elas-

ticity in fiber longitudinal direction, Er. = 3B.0Gpa, modulus of elasticity in fibre transverse direc-

tion, E.,.:6.832Gpa, the major Poisson's ralio, ur..,. = 0.3, the minor Poisson's ratio, ur.r. = 0.49,

and in-plane shear modulus, c¿r : 2.293Gpa. The fibres in the middle layers are oriented in merid-

ional direction while the fibres in the inner and outer layers are oriented at +3 degrees with respect

to the circumferential direction.

The critical buckling load P., is obtained by solving an eigenvalue equation (Eqn. (6-i8))

when the lateral load g is equal to zero. The computed critical buckling road p", = ro¿.eg¿¡¿. The

P-A curves are obtained using the analysis discussed in this chapter (Eqns. (6-16) and (6-17))

when the lateral load is fixed (O = 19.63kN and g = 3.g26kN). These two curves are drawn from the

computed data as listed in Table 6-4. A deflection modification factor is defined as

-f= ^4

where ao is the deflection when p,rp 
", 

= o.

(6-1e)
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Case I

Clasc II

Iìibre

19.63kN

3.926kN

= 30jtnrn

= 250mtt¡

=,, (s¡¡¡ ¡7¡

=: 3ttl t;t

= 5nt.

Fig. 6 2. A Tapclcd FRP pole with three laycrs

-+- e=0.926 kN

-+- e=19.63 kN

Q=
Q-

D

tl

t

It

ï.r

I

P/P

1.00 --
_l

0.80 -:
II
I

0.60 ---i

0.40

0.20

0.00

0.00 1.000.50

_l

--
I

I--1
I

I
I

I

I

I

I

Fig. 6-3. P - A curves of tapered FRP pole
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TABLE 6-4
Computed Tip Deflecion of Tapered FRP Pole

P

P
cl'

L/L m, = L/Lo

Q = 19.63kN Q = 3.926kN Q = l9.63kN Q = 3.926kN

0.0 0. r 520 0.0304 1.0 r.0

0.2 0.1904 0.0380 r.253 1.250

0.4 0.2554 0.05 r r 1.680 r.68 r

0.6 0.3892 0.0778 2.560 2.561

0.8 0.8246 0. r 650 5.425 5.426

0.9 r.8872 0.3714 12.416 12.4t6

0.95 5.3534 1.0701 35.220 35.220

r.00

As shown in Fig.6-3. for different lateral load ç, different deflections are observecl for tlie

same level of axial load. When the axial load approaches fhe critical value, the deflection reaches

infinity. This is not realistic and indicates that the I - À analysis, which is based on the assumption

of small deflection, is not adequate for large disptacements.

The results given in Table 6-4 show that the deflection modification factor rl does not change

drastically when the lateral load varies. In the classical beam-column theory, the deflection modi-

fication factor of prismatic homogeneous beam-columns depends on the axial load {r/r",) only.

This is also true for tapered orthotropic FRP poles, where the deflection modification lactor m,

stilldependsontheratio 1P,rP",) only,asfarasthelinearr-lanalysisisconcerned.Themodifi-

cation factors for a given small lateral load I can thus be computed. The deflections for different

g can then be obtained once 
^ô 

has been computed.

6.3. Discussion

A number of assumptions were made in deriving the governing equations for the r - a analysis

and the linear buckling analysis. The primary assumption is that the displacements are small.

Therefore, it is reasonable to believe that at small displacements, the results from the r - a analy-

sis is a good approximation to that of nonlinear analysis. When the displacements are large, the
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P - 
^ 

analysis is no longer accurate. It is not realistic to assume that the pole can deflect infinitely
when the axial load approaches the critical value as shown in Fig. 6-3. However, if compared to

the nonlinear analysis in which the pole always picks up load dramatically after a very large

deflection, the p-À analysis is conservative as far as the design is concerned.

In addition to the assumption of small displacements, the assumption that the nonlinear strai¡s

are induced by the beam-type bending only is clitical to the uncoupling of the system equations.
'i'he first equation (Eqn. (6-16)) is linear and involves only the axial symmetric clisplacernent 4.,.

The second equation (Eqn. (6- l7)) is a linear equation of displacem ent q,,. Although q,, is involve.d

in Eqn. (6-17), it is presumed to be constant in the course of solving Eqn. (6-17). The procedure

used is as follor.vs: Filst Eqn. (6-16) is solved first; then r¡,, is usecl to compute the geometric matrix

G(q,,); for the /'-a analysis. Eqn. (6-17) is solvecl clirc'cfly. In the special conclition rvhere o¡ly
axially symmetric loads are applied, an eigenvalue problem rvas clerivecl. The linear buckling anal-

ysis consists of solving f-or the lowest eigenvalue (Eqn. 6-18). The critical axial loacl can be deter-

mined after the eigenvalue is obtained.

The ¡'-n analysis is, cotnputationally, more efficient than the full nonlinear analysis since no

iteration is required to get a solution for a parlicular loacl level.
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Chapter 7. Linear Static Analysis

For large displacernents, the load-deflection curve obtained through the nonlinear analysis dis-

cussed in Chapter 4 deviates significantly from the linear curve. At small displacement

(L/L<0.25), tlìe linear solution is a good approximation of the nonlinear solution. Because the lin-
ear analysis is much easier to manipulate than the nonlinear analysis and the linear program is very

efficient, most of the parameters incorporatecl in the analysis, such as taper-ratio ancl fibre-orienta-

tion. can be determinecl by performing a linear anaþsis in the design of IIRP poles. Such an analy-

sis could give reasonable results if tlt<0.2s.

7.1 . Formulations

The linear analysis can bc' manipulatecl in two ways. First, if neglecting all the nonlinear terms

irr the formtrlations developecl in Chapter 2. the system of equations (Eqn. (2-47Ð becomes

Kq:f (7-t)

In Chapter 2, the displacement is assumecl to be linearly distributecl along the thickness direction.
This approach conforms to the first order sheat.theorry.

Since FRP usually has lower shear modulus, the transverse shear strains might have significant

influence on the deformation and strength of FRP poles. In the second approach, a higher-order

shear theory (Reddy and Liu 1985) is adopted to account for transverse shear strains. The main

advantage of using high-order shear theory is that no correction to the shear strain is needed

because at the edge of a shell wall, the zero shear strain is enforced. The manipulation of the ünear

analysis is accordingly different from that discussed in the previous chapters.

According to Reddy and Liu (1985), the displacement is assumed to be

u, = i,.+yqr, +y20,, +ytõ,, (7-2)

(7-3)

(7-4)

in cx, p and y directions, respectively. .Q,,

,, = iz+yþrr+f Qrr+y30r.

u3=u3

where i, i, and i, are midsurface displacements

(; = 1,2; j = 1,2,3) ue parameters to be determined.
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In conical shells, by
h

edges (v = +1 , where å
2'

tionships are del'ived.

enforcing the linear transverse shear strains er, ãrrd e' to be zero at the

is the wall thickness) and by letting O, = 0,,, Q, = õr,, the following rela-

(7-s )

(1 6)

u3 = tt1 (1-l)

rvhere, 0, is the rotation about the þ axis, ancl q, is the rotation about the a axis in the linear anal-
ysis, and

(7-8)

(1-9)

(7-r0)

are,

umferential direction, as follows:

Each coefficient in Eqn. (7-11) is a

displacements. The superscript "o

Itl

lt2

p-

?-- 4r'[ âuJ
=t/r+y(Þr+t;I-.Þ --I' 3h-L oul

? î r ;, a;;.J
= tt)+^lþ2+ (f Tzz +T 7',¡) 

10, -o *rr 
IL "2 "Y l

The

u=

can Iu

(1 -1r)

function of cr

" denotes the
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terms corresponding to axial symmetric displacements; superscri pt"o" denotes the terms corre-
sponding to a symmetric (about F = 0) displacement pattern, and superscript,,b,, denotes the

terms corresponding to an antisymmetric (about p = 0) displacement pattern.

For a linear static analysis, ,'i,, i'i,, þ",,, [f , nr" assumed to be linear functions of s,, ancl i'i,, i'i,,
qi,, ql,, r'{, and i'1, are assumecl to be quadratic fìrnctions of cr. Taking the symrnctlic (abo¡t

fJ = 0) displacements for example, thc displacements u';t, u';t and r'j, can be expressecl in a form

sim ilar to Eqns. (4-28), (4-29) and (4-30). Thar is,

íi, = Í0,,1 trr ì [Nr 1 {e,,}','

u'), = Íër¡l ¡r,1lNrl {0.}'j

u'i,= l0r¡11r.,1 tN,l {ø..} j'

where

{e"}',' = 
[t;1,1 1i'r,t, {o'iù, tø'il, ii'i,t ti')¡ o <Q'),t o ti'],t 

^ 
1i",,1 ti,),t., <Q",,t,

[0,r] = [cos/p sinlp cos/p sinlg cos/fl

l0zì = [cos/B sin/p cos/p sin/p -sinlfl

(7 -t s)

_ 17'
<Oi,l, ti'i¡ )

000
000

/ ¡^,3 \
ln'--I ln rtl¡ .1"\ 3h')

000
faI 4\,"0 0 l--;
\ JI?

(7-16)

(7 -r7)

(7-18)

(7 -19)

[0s¡] = fcos/B sin/p cos/p sintB cos/p]

Ir,l =

10
00

00

00

00

(7-12)

(7- r3)

(1-t+)
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0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

( ' r"f r"ï'l
f'- & - \ )

00

00

00
( r,,f

o lv+---
\R,

00

0

0

0

0

)1(T)l +T.fl")

(7 -20)

(7 -21)

E.

procedures

(7-23)

(1-2+)

(7-2s)

(1-26)

[tr2]=
1\

')at I+--" -lp)

[ooooó]tf
1000001

[r3t = 
loooool
l0 

0 0 0 0l

l0 0 0 0 rl

where [Nri, [N2ì and [N.l are shape function matrices rvhich aregiven in Appendix

The assembly of the system stiffness matrix follows standard finite element

(Weaver and Johnston 1985). The final system equation is

Rq = "f 0-ZZ\

Due to the orthogonality of the integration of triangularmetric functions, i.e., for (¡, j = t,2,...),

2n

J siniBsin.lþdp = 0

0

2n

J sinlpsinjBdp = æ

0

2n

J cosipcosjpdp = 0
0

2n

J cosipcosjpdp = n
U

(i=j)

(i+i)

(r =i)
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the system of equations Eqn, (7-22) are uncoupled in terms of the orders of Fourier series. Thus,

for agiven order /, if the displacement ancl the load terms conesponding to cos/B ancl sin/B are of
interest, then the subset of the system of Eqn. (7 -22) becomes,

J siniþcosjBdp = o
0

K,Ç, = .Í'¡

which can be inclepenclently solved.

7.2. Examples

(7-21)

(7 -28)

Example '7-I.In this exarnple, a long cylindrical tube ol'isotropic material rvas analyzed.'l'ip

ring load is applied as shorvn in Table 7-1. This example is presented in orcler to clemonstrate the

accuracy of the finite element program. The tip displacernent ancl the maximum sh'ess obtainecl

fr'om the finite element analysis are compared with results obtained from the shell theory (Timosh-

enko and Woinowsky 1959). The computed displacement is 0.7 percent smaller than that of shell

theory while the maximum stless is 5 percent larger than the maximum stress obtained flom shell

theorv.

TABLE 7.1
Comparison of Computed Displacements and Stresses With Shell Theory

Example 7-1
Tip Displacement (mm) Maximum Sfess (MPa)

Computed Shell Theorv Computed Shell Theorv

T[be with Ring Load

0.09706 0.09110 71.43 68.00

Example 7-2.In this example, a cylindrical tube with a tip Ioad was analyzed. The material is

assumed to be unidirectional FRP (one layer only). The tip displacement and the maximum srress

obtained from the finite element method are shown in Table 7-2 along with the results from the

beam theory. The results obtained from the finite element method are very close to the results
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obtained from the beam theory (Chen and Lui 1987) since the relative differences is less than 1.0

Dercent.

TABI,E 7.2
Comparison of Computcd Displacements ancl Stresses With Beam Theory

Example 1-3.In this example, four FRP poles which were tested to failure are analyzed. Those

poles had three layers, as shorvn in Fig. 7-1, and fibres in the middle layer of each pole are oriented

in the longitudinal dircction while the fibres in inner ancl outer layers are oriented at an angle of 3.

with respect to the horizontal plane. The test specimens and the experimental results are given in

Appendix F. Some experimental results are included in Tabìe 7-3 along with the displacements

computed from the finite element program. The maximum difference between the two sets of
results is about 29Vo. The differences between the computed and experimental results are believed

to be due to the following factors: a) inaccurate manufacturing process; and b) inability to develop

the designed strength without a plug (Specimen #1).

Plug

ExampleT-2
ïp DisplacenÌerìt (mm) Maximum Stress (NIPa)

Finite Elenrent
Method

Beam Theory
Finito Element
Method

Beam Theory

î[-l-->P
L,)

Tube with Tip Loacl

124.3 t22.0 aa^)JZ 319

Fig. 7-1. FRP tube with three layers (Specimen #2)
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TABLE 7.3
Comparison of Computed Maximum Lateral Deflections with the

Experimental Results (mm)

Example 3 Computed Resulf Experimental Result Difference
Specimen #l r43.8 172.7 16.7o/o

Specimen #2 222.2 223.9 0.lo/o

Specimen #3 250.8 193.6 29.4o/o

Specinen #4 248.2 240.5 3.20k

The stress clistribution at the various layers of Specimen lÐ are presented in Fig. 7-2. As shown

in this figure, the axial slress is the dominant stress, as expectecl. and the stress level in the rnicldle

layer is much higl-rer than in the other two layers. The shear stl'esses, as rvell as the hoop stl.ess in

ther three layers, ale qLrite small.

Stress Distribution
in Different Layers

i000

fl 8oo

¿
õ 600

C)J
Ø 400
ØI
õ 200

Axial Hoop Shear3l Shear23 Shearl2

ffSll-ayer l ll-ayer 2ffiLayer 3

Fig.7-2. Stress distribution in different layers

The optimum performance of the poles can be achieved by varying the fiber orientation in the

inner and outer layers. Using Specimen l{2 as anexample, the lateral deflection and the maximum

stress are computed as a function of the fibre orientation angles. The angles are referenced with
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respect to the longitudinal direction. As shown in Table 7-4, an angle of 87., actually used in fab-

ricating this specimen, is not a good orientation because the displacement and stress are larger than

those obtained using other orientations. By reducing the orientation angle, the performance of the

pole can be improved. The improvement is minimal if the angle is larger than 4-5". However, when

the angle is decl'eased to l5o, the deflection and the maximum stress arc reducecl by more than

50Vo.It shotrld be notctl that torsional clisplacement effects are not consiclered in computing the

rcsults shown in Table 7-4.

I'ABLE 7-4
Lateral Deflection ancl Maximum Stress vs. Fibre Orientation

Fiber Orientation of Inner
and Outer Lavcrs

Lateral Deflection Uncler the
Same Tip Load (mrn)

Maximuln Stress oi
Mid-Layer (MPa)

87" 222.2 868

60" 221.8 880

45" 111 /l 830

30" r55.2 575

15" 104.8 392

Example 7-4. This example is used to demonstrate how the taper-ratio affects the performance

of FRP poles. The configuration of layers and the material properties used in this example are the

same as in Example 4-2. T1ne volume of the pole varies with the taper ratio. The ratio of the

applied load I to the volume of the pole is used as an indicator of performance. The larger the

ratio is, the better the design would be.

The load g tt at would cause the maximum stress o can be computed if the maximum stress o

under a load g is known; i.e.,

o
;=-o
o (1-2e)

This relationship implies that the behaviour is linear. The volume y can be shown to be

2ntL (d \trL \u = .*,rr (t * r.**J (7-30)

where, r¡ is the taper angle, d is the radius of the smali end, L is the height of the pole, and I is the
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wall thickness of the pole. For small

approximated as

value of ry, which is the case in transmission poles, V can be

The load þ, the vohrme

tõtvl isalso shor,vn in

Y. an(l the ratio (elV) , are

Fig. 7 -4 as a func tion of ry.

(7 -3 t)

functions of iy. The ratio

v = 2trtL(4.Y!\\2 2/

listed in Thblc 7-5 as

tl = 250mm

t = lSmm

t, = 5mm

t, = \mm

L=20m

Fig.7-3. Täpered FRP pole with three layers

The results shown in Table 7-5 and Fig. 7-4 indicate that the ratio e/v increases with the

increase of taper angle y for ry up to 15'. Values of v> l5o are not practically used in transmission

poles. Thus, increasing the taper ratio will improve the performance of the FRP poles.

7.3. Discussion

A higher-order shear strain theory is employed in this Chapter to derive the linear system equa-

tions. The normal displacement ø, is assumed to be constant in the thickness direction. This is

based on the assumption that the normal strain is very small and can be neglected in the formula-

tions.
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TABLE 7.5 -Performance Ratio (e / v)

!/" o (kN) v ç106 mm3¡ fOlvl 00-3kN/ (**)3)
0 1.0 282.75 3.537

I 7.148 677.47 r1.437

2 19.25 1072.2 17.954

a
-) 35.53 t467.1 24.218

+ 55.25 r 861.9 29.614

5 76.13 2t2t.l 33.892

6 r00.46 265t.0 31.895

7 r21.40 3046.9 4r.8 r3

8 151.r9 3440.5 45.688

9 I 89.1 8 3836.4 49.312

10 224.r0 4230.0 52.979

l5 47r.92 6204.8 76.057

Different orders of Fourier terms in the linear system of equations are uncoupled resulting in

separate sets ofequations. Each set ofequations can be solved independently. A particular order of
displacement and load that are of interest can be analyzed without any difficulty.

The linear finite element model developed has been tested through a number of examples.

Comparisons with results obtained from the beam theory and the shell theory are made. It is shown

that the finite element model can be used to perform linear analysis with good results. The numer-

ical results are also compared with experimental results. The maximum difference between the

analytical and experimental results is29Vo.

For slender poles the transverse shear strains are not very significant. The stress and stain dis-

tribution at different layers depend on the fibre orientations at the variouq layers. For beam-type

bending, it is ideally economical to design the f,bre orientation in the longitudinal direction. If
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hoop stresses and torsional stresses are present, the fibres in certain layers can be oriented at an

angle varying of 0' to 90. with respect to the longitudinal direction.

Q/V) (10-'kN/ (rnm)'')

80.00 --i

40.00

0.00 v"

0.00 10.00

Fig. 7-4. Perform¡urce ratio (Qlv)

20.00

In the practical range of taper ratios for transmission poles, it is demonstrated that the larger the

taper ratio, the more economic the design is. This conclusion is drawn from results involving a

concentrated load only, since this is the major case of loading in transmission poles. For other

cases of loading, the influence of taper ratio can be analyzed using the computer program devel-

oped.

The computer program for linear analysis is very efficient. Nonlinear analyses are time con-

suming while linear analyses take only a few seconds to obtain the deflection curve for a single

load case. If the maximum deflection of a FRP pole is less than 25Vo of its height, the linear analy-

sis may be well employed to serve the design purpose.
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Chapter 8. conclusions and Recommendations for Future work

8. l. Genel'al Conclusions

Fibre-reinforced plastic poles made of several layers are considerccl for the construction of
transmissiotr poles traditionally made of wood, steel and concrete. Fibre-reinforced plastic poles

are anisotropic in nature but each layer of unidirectional rcinforcernent can be tleatecl as an ortho-

Ît'opic material. The stress-strain relationship of orthotropic FRP ancl the transformation between

material and system coorclinates arc- used. Five engineering material constants are neecled in the

fbrmulation o1' the goveuring equations. fjour of thesc can be obtainecl from thc fibre ancl matrix

volume fì'action.

Ï'he plinciple of stationary poterìtial energy is ernployed for the analysis of FIìP hollorv taperecl

poles. Novozhilov's dclivations of strains of general shells are usecl in the formulation process for

the nonlinear finite element analysis. The use of Novozhilov's derivations results in a concise ancl

compact expression for nonlinear strains and their first variations. When the information for com-

puting linear strains is available, the nonlinear strains can then be computed. This is possible since

the nonlinear strains are products of the linear strains. Therefore, the programming of nonlinear

stifÊress matrices can be systematically manipulated. The evaluation of the tangent stiffness matri-

ces is discussed extensively. The relationships of nonlinear matrices, ¡f = n ancl c : zHI , canbe

employed to reduce computational time.

Methods for solving the nonlinear system of equations are presented. Based on the augmented

equation method, extemal and intemal potential control schemes are proposed and evolved into

incremental work control and incremental strain energy control. These controls are shown to have

good capabiliry of traversing a limit point. It is suggested in this thesis that the coefücients in the

augmented equations are considered as weighting factors, regardless the control methods used.

Thus, different controls can be programed in a way that only the weight factors in the augmented

equation need be evaluated differently. This approach provides the user of the computer program

with the flexibility of selecting the proper control method during the analysis stages.

To model the beam-type bending of the poles, the second-order Fourier terms, which are neces-

sary to model the rigid-body rotation, must be included in the displacement functions. A special

displacement variable o^ is introduced to simpliff the inclusion of rigid-body rotation. Other

rigid-body motions, except the rigid-body rotation, are automatically included in the analysis

though only zeroth-order and first-order Fourier terms are retained. This approach is shown to give
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good results in a number of examples examined.

The nonlinear analysis of beam-type bending includes all the nonlinear strain and srress rerms.

If the displacement is very large, only nonlinear analysis can give a satisfactory theoretical solu-

tion. In an experimetrtal program performed atUniversiry of N¡Ianitoba, scaled FRP poles failed at

n/L=30Vo. Thtls, thc'nonlinear analvsis must be used for very flexible poles. However', exam¡:les

given in Clrapter 4 shorv that poles possess post buckling re sistance if they are still in fhe elastic

rânge. In design, post buckling capacity may not be used because it can onþ be realizecl at very

large deflectiolrs which may exceecl the tolerance of serviceability.

The post-brrckling behavioLu' ol'poles can be analyzcd using tlre large clisplacement nonlinear

analysis. Although trarìsverse sheal strains ancl hoop strains are incluclc:cl in the analysis, f'or slen-

cler poles, no significant effect is observed since the loacling conditions considerecl are simple. 'Ihe

examples given in Chapter 4 sholv that the nonlinear finite elcment model gives accurate results

even at very large deflections.

The ovalization effect is discussecl in Chapter 5. The analysis presentecl is an extension of the

beam{ype bending analysis because all the second-order Fourier terms are included for the oval-

ization analysis while only terms necessary to moclel the rigid-body rotation of taperecl poles are

used for beam-type bending analysis. The ovalization analysis is based on the assumption that the

ovalization of a circular cross-section can be represented by second-order Fourier expansions.

This assumption is made in order to capture the most significant effect of ovalization while keep-

ing the degrees-of-freedom to a reasonable number. An example of a thin-walled cylinder of iso-

tropic material is presented to demonstrate the phenomenon of ovalization. The influence of the

ovalization on the load canying capacity is dramatic. Instability can occur if the ovalization

reaches a critical level. Thus, inclusion of the ovalization behaviour is vital in the analysis and

design of FRP poles.

In Chapter 6, a linear r - a analysis and a linear buckling analysis developed from a full non-

linear analysis using a number of assumptions are presented. The major assumption is that the dis-

placement is small. With this assumption, the p - a analysis can be considered to be a good

approximation to the nonlinear analysis. When the displacement is large, this conclusion is no

longer valid. However, the r-a analysis predicts a lower axial load than the nonlinear analysis.

This feature may be used in design since it results in a more conservative estimate of the failure

load.
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The linear buckling analysis may be used to predict, effectively, the critical axial buckling load

of tapered poles. Because the theoretical value of critical bLrckling load of a tapered pole of ortho-

tropic material is more difficult to obtain, a numerical prediction of such critical bucklinc load is

indispensable in the design of FRP poles.

In the linear static analysis, a higher'-order transverse shcar slrain theory is usecl and tlie clis-

placement functions are derived. Results obtained from thc ìinear static analysis are comparccl

with those obtained fiom the beam ancl shell theories ancl vcry goocl agreements are observecl.

Computed displacements are also compared with experimental results of scalecl poles and the

maximum difference is about29o/o.

Depending on the fibl'e orientations, the strains arrcl stresses vary from layer to layer. T'hc layr:r.

rvith the longitudinal fibre orientation will resist most of the loacl. Shear strains arc not verv sipnil'-

icant if the pole is in bending.

The influence of fibre orientation is discussed in Chapter 7. In the simple case of beam-type

bending, all fibres should bc oriented in the longitudinal clirection. In general, fibres oriented at an

angle between 0 to 45 degree with respect to the longitudinal direction result in economic design.

The influence of taper is also investigated in Chapter 7. It is shown that in the practical range

(v< 15'), the greater the taper ratio, the better the performance is. Here performance is measured

by the ratio of the load carried by a pole when its maximum stress was specif,red to the volume of
the pole.

The linear static analysis, the linear buckling analysis and the linear p - I analysis are applica-

ble when the maximum deflection of a pole is less than 25% of the height. Ovalization analysis

can be used to check the influence of the ovalization on the load carrying capacity in large dis-

placement as well as in small displacement.

8.2. Recommendations for Future Research

One of the five engineering material constants of FRR the minor Poisson's ratio. can not be

determined by the volume fractions and material constants of fibres and matrix. A method to

obtain this engineering material constant needs to be developed.

In this thesis, antisymmefic (about Ê = 0) loads and displacements are not considered. In the

real design of FRP poles, antisymmetric loads and displacements may be combined with symmet-
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ric loads and displacements. Although this combination may make tl-re nonlinear analysis more

complex, it would be beneficial in order to understand the nonlinear behaviour of FRp poles bet-

ler.

The augmented equation method is a family of methods. Different control schemes play cliffer-

ent roles in this methocl. More elïicient ancl porverful control schemc slloulcl be pursued. Ideally, a

control scheme should: a) allorv the control par¿ìmeter to increase monotonically (like ar.c Iength

control); b) be easy to manipulate (such as load controì ancl displaccment control); and c) have a

good capability to traverse a limit-point (such as arc length control ancl incremental work control).

Ovalization is a kind of local behaviour ancl is characterized by the seconcl-orclel.Fourier ser.ies.

l'he local behaviour characterized by higher-orcler Fourier selies is not considcred in this thesìs.

'fhe local buckling pertinent to those higher-clrciers and the interaction r.vith o'¡alizal.ion could be an

interesting topic to be investigated.

As indicated in Chapter 7, the taper-ratio should be incrcased as much as possible to gain better

petformance. But the taper-ratio is restricted by other factors such as mant¡facturing. An alterna-

tive to increasing performance is to vary the thickness of the poles. This should also be investi-

gated by further studies.
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Appendix A. Stness-Strain Thansformation Matnix

Refer to Fig.2-2, the stress vector in structural coordinates has the relationship with the stress

vector in material coordinates,
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where
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Comparing

as:

(2-14), the stress-sftain transformation matrix can be expressed
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Keeping in mind that matrix t0l is symmetric, matrix D can be proved to

the fol lowing relationship

1-
_ltr ^t = tct ' trt tcì.
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be symmetric because

1A-lt)

In the clerivation of the above equations, matrices ¡r1 and ¡?¡-' are pure gùometric transfor-

mation matrices and can be derived directly from the geometric relation of stresses or sfrains in

trvo coordinate systems. Part of the derivations may be found in the references (Jone 1975, Agar-

wal 1980).



In Chapter 2, the strains of shell

nonlinear strains (Eqn. (2- l5)),
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Displacements

of revolution are expressed as the sum of linear strains and
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Substituting Eqns. (ts-18) through (B-26) into Eqns. (B-9) through (B-13), the nonlinear strain

vector and its variation can bc proved to be the followins expressions:
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Appendix C. Shape Function Matrices for Nonlinear Beam-Tlpe
Bending Analysis

If the followins terms are defined:

u"

where t, is the length of the element in s direction., then the shape function matrices are
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Appendix Ð. Shape Function Matrices for OvalizatÍon Analysís

In the following, the terms /., f o and ¡ are the same as defined in Appendix C.
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AppendÍx E. Shape Functíon Matnices for [-inear Analysis

Defining the following terms first ([ is defÏned as in Appendix C),

rt= 1-E G-l)

f, = E (E-2)

f.t= t_ 3\+2\? (E-3)

L = -E+zE' (E-4)

./.: -3+¿E (E-5)

.f,,= -t+4\ (E-6)

fo, = +g- +{ @J)

fp = 4-8E (E-8)

then the shape function matrices used in Chapter 7 are
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Appendix F. Test Frogram

A limited test program was conducted in the Department of Civil and Geological Engineering

at the University of Manitoba in 1993 in order to investigate the behaviour of scaled FRP moclels

of a transmission pole under cantilever loading conditions. Four such scaled poles fabricatecl by

FAROEX Ltd., Gimli, IVlanitoba were tested to failure. The test specimens, the test set-up, the

loading procedures and the test results are presented in the following.

F.1. The Tbst Specimens

The four specimens tested are prismatic circular hollow sections. The geornetry of the cross-

section is shorvn in Fig. fi-1. l'he outside cliameter of the poles is 3 inches and the wall thickness is

114 inch. The material properties of resin ancl fibres arc given in Table F-l and Table F-2. 'l'he

specimens were numberecl as Specimen #1,#2, #3 and #4. Specimen #l and Specimen #2 were

each tested twice by reversing the fixed ends. According to the test sequence, these two tests were

numbered as Test #1 and Test f2.

F.2. The Tbst Set-Up

The test set-up is illustrated in Fig. F-2.It consists of a rigid base in which the specimen was

cast into with an epoxy. Then a load cell was connected to the specimen to monitor the loading. A

hydraulic cylinder was used to control the deflection thus inducing the loads on the section. The

deflection was monitored with the use of a string deflection meter. In order to enable the poles to

develop their full strengths, Specimen #2, #3 and #4 were tested with a steel plug installed at the

base. The plug was inserted into the poles at a length of 1.5 inches measured from the base.

F.3. The Loadinq Procedure

All the poles were tested as cantilever beams under concentrated ftansverse load. For Specimen

#1, Test #1, the loading procedure was recorded in an observation list as shown in Table F-3. For

Specimen #1, Test lf2, the load was applied continuously until the section failed. For specimen #2,

Test #1, the load was applied and stopped for a while. The load and the deflection dropped at this

period. Then the load was applied until the pole failed. For Specimen #3 and #4, the loads were

applied continuously until the poles are broken. The loading procedures were reflected in the load-

deflection curves given in Figs. F-3 through F-8.
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F.4. The Tbst Results

The load-deflection curves obtained from the six tests are given in Figs. F-3 to F-8. Partial

results are listed in Table 7-3 in Chapter 7. Fig. F-9 combines all the six curves into one figure and

provides an overall comparison for the curves obtained.

1}.RLB F.l
Resin Properties

TABLE F.2
Fibre Properties

Properties Epoxy

Tensile Modulus 4.8 x l0'5 ¡tsi 3.31 x 103MPu

Properties E-Glass

Tensile Strength 0.5 x 10Ópst 34.38x10'MPa

Tþnsile Modulus 10.5 x 106psi 72.40x I0'MPa

Elongation to Break 4.8o/o
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Fig. F-1. Cross-section of the test specimens
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I

I

List. F-1 Recorded Observations for Specimen #1, Test #1

Initial checks made,
Loadcell calibrated........ O.K
String defl ection meter calibrated.........O.K
Preload to 100 lbs to ensure data acquisition system

working properþ........O.K
Test Started.
Halted test @ P=242.66lbs, â= 0.74 in.

i) epory between collar and frp tube cracked.
Test restarted.
Halted test @ P:377.49Ibs, ô: 1.æ in.

i) tube started to slip from the collar.
ü) sounds of fibres brealong, no evidence.

Restarted test
Halted test @ P=466.07 lbs, ô= 1.53 in.

i) rnore sounds of fibres 6."¿king, no evidence.
Test restarted.
Halted test @ P=633.86 lbs, ô: 2.06 n

Ð Or. Poþois marked the slippage of the tube from
collar.
Restarted test.
Halted test @ P=873.67 lbs, ô= Z.gg rn.

i) measured change in the outside diamete¡ between
the end and the base of the tube.

Base, Óa:76.2 mm ( 3" )
End, Ó,= 75.2 -- ( 2.96. )

Test rest¿rted.
Slippage of the tube from the collar was observed
Loading continued to P_*: l2l|.Zg lbs, ô."_: S.4Z n.
Continued to induce more deflection, but thi load

plateaued after the maximum was reached-
Test ended after the maximum stroke of the hydraulic

cylinder was reached @ ô: 8.30 in.
After tåe specimen was rereased from road rhe¡e \ryas a

pennanent deformation observed of ô=3.25".
End of test
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